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PRESENTATION OF THE SECTOR

present in Belgium such as the European Institutions. This
made them highly competitive on a global scale.

INTRODUCTION

Behind every movie that made you laugh, every event that
made you cheer and every step in interactive and immer
sive media that left you amazed, the key driver was technol
ogy. So even while you were experiencing an American,
English, Indian, French… product, more often than you
probably realized, you were enjoying Belgian state of the art
technology.
According to several Belgian industry leaders interviewed
in the second chapter of this publication, the emergence of
new trends and technologies in the audiovisual sector is
unparalleled. This is certainly the case for the three niches
covered: Event technologies, Broadcasting technologies
and Immersive & interactive technologies.
But what could be the reason behind the Belgian domi
nance?
One possible answer could be Belgium’s focus on innova
tion. Apart from Austria, Research & Development ex
penditure in Europe increased nowhere as fast as they did
in Belgium between 2006 and 2016, while the Bloomberg
Innovation Index 2017 identified Belgium as the 13th most
innovative economy in the world, three places up compared
to 2016. In the Global Competitiveness Index 2017-2018 of
the World Economic Forum, Belgium ranked 6th for its
quality of scientific research institutions, 9th for both com
pany spending on R&D and university-industry collabora
tion in R&D and 12th for capacity for innovation.
The key role of Belgian SME’s in the event technology sec
tor is often attributed to the rich cultural heritage of the
country, filled with music festivals and crowded by sports
games and cultural events. As a result, Belgian companies
simply had to live up to the expectations of world class in
novative events such as Tomorrowland and had to answer
to the demands of prestigious international organizations
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The more broadcasting technologies enter the sphere of
specialized ICT, the more Belgian companies grow as glob
al leaders. In the Global Competitiveness Index 2017-2018,
Belgium came in 12th place on the availability of latest
technologies and 10th on fixed-broadband Internet sub
scriptions. As a result, Belgium started the digitalization of
television with a head start, and quickly made the switch to
content on alternative devices such as tablets and smart
phones. At the crossroads between event technology and
broadcasting technology is the specialization of live broad
casting. It may not come as a surprise that the Belgian
dominance in this field is overwhelming.
Perhaps the most exhilarating of the three categories is the
revolution happening in the interactive and immersive me
dia. 3D-technology, holograms, Artificial Reality and Virtual
Reality are buzzwords that find a meaning in Belgian tech
nology. The concept of “immersive sound” was even pitched
by a Belgian entrepreneur who created the technology.
Starting from a blank piece of paper, Belgian companies
are at the front line to shake up the filming and gaming in
dustry.
In this publication we bring you up to date with the trends
that are likely to break through or could enter the main
stream starting in 2018. Every trend is accompanied by a
shortlist of Belgian companies that are critical in this field
and are trusted exporters of this expertise on a global
scale. More Belgian firms active in the field of audiovisual
technologies can be found in the overview of the third chap
ter.
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SECTION 1

EVENT TECHNOLOGIES

streaming has become more viable.
As a matter of fact, Belgian companies are at the absolute
forefront in this segment. We take a more in-depth look at
this in the next section titled “Broadcasting technologies”.

Screens in all shapes and sizes

More than ever, event organisers are relying on audiovisual
technologies in order to create unforgettable experiences.
Here, we’ll be guiding you through 4 of the most significant
audiovisual trends when it comes to exhibits, sports events,
musical performances, etc. and give you glimpse into what
solutions are on offer from Belgian companies.

Video is taking over
Video is the new text. As an example, just think about how
important video has become on the World Wide Web. In
2016, videos accounted for 67% of internet traffic and,
according to US company Cisco, this figure could increase
to 80% by 2021. This would mean a million videos being
played every second.
The events industry must also be aware of the fact that
more and more communication will be taking place via
clips and images. Consider the clips played at fairs or
professional events in which customers explain how they
use products. Consider the use of Motion Design that
creates clarity in a visual way. Clarity that would otherwise
require a lot of words. Or consider making big data easy to
understand with the use of various statistics and graphs.
Companies, including StoryMe, 87seconds and SquareFish,
are experiencing enormous growth through their portrayal
of complex topics in animated, film and 3D form on behalf of
organisations like the European Commission, Unesco and
companies the likes of Dolce&Gabbana.
The usage of video in events often comes down to live
streaming. This technology allows live spectators to follow
the onstage or on-field action on giant screens, but also
means that people no longer have to leave their sofas. Live
streaming of concerts and matches was pioneered in the
1990s, but the technology remained on the side-lines
because of the limited bandwidth available at the time.
Since the turn of the century, better computers and internet
connections have become available at a better price, so live
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When it comes to events such as exhibits, concerts or
sports competitions, the tiniest details must be displayed
on screens as clearly as possible. This applies to small
smartphone screens, and likewise to video walls. To live
event organisers, covering the entire surface of a screen in
life-size proportions and generating a perfect image is no
longer a luxury, but a necessity.
Indeed, a trend that has emerged over the past few years
involves the shapes and sizes. LED screens consist of small
panels, meaning that the sky is the limit when it comes to
building up these screens. Bigger and bigger LED walls are
being built, capable of displaying single pictures or multiple
interactive images. Ever more, these screens can take on
different forms, including curved and smart-edged.
Belgium’s Barco, among others, is a leader in this field of
technology (see interview in chapter 2).
As a result of this increase in screen size, a growing number
of organisers are switching to 4K, also known as Ultra-HD.
This technology enables resolutions of up to four times
those of traditional HD screens. In other words, native
content becomes four times as clear. At the same time, this
technology also allows four full-quality HD pictures to be
displayed simultaneously.

Projections beyond the screen
In addition to LED screens, projectors offer another option
for distributing content to a wider audience. Breakthroughs
in this technology are at least as impressive as those made
with LED screens. To start with, high-end projectors have
been equipped with lasers instead of lamps.
This evolution, kick-started in part by Belgian company
Barco, ensures a longer lifespan and also makes projectors
more compact because less cooling is required. The
opportunities offered by projection screens in terms of
performance and size are still growing too, as illustrated by
– among others – Belgium’s Multivision Screens.
A projector evolution that is highly important to event
organisers undoubtedly involves projection mapping or
video mapping. This allows objects in a wide range of
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shapes to be transformed into screens onto which video
can be projected. By using specialized software, a 2-D or
3-D object is spatially mapped on the virtual program,
which mimics the real environment it’s being projected
onto. The software can interact with a projector to fit any
desired image onto any surface.
The Belgian company Dirty Monitor is internationallyrenowned for its Architectural Mapping as seen at Abu
Dhabi’s New Year countdowns or the 2017 Astana Expo.
Moving objects can even be followed while projection
continues. This is thanks to a media server and various
cameras that track predefined points. Here, the event
technology opportunities are virtually unlimited. Tracing
cars on a racetrack, players or the ball during exhibition
matches or circus acrobats are just some of the possibilities.
As an example, OKUS has made the mapping of
contemporary and urban dancers its field of expertise.
Another Belgian company, Painting with Light, uses light,
video, scenic & architectural elements, sound and special
effects for its video mapping. In order to guarantee the
network connection between – on the one hand – the
production department run by lighting and audio engineers
and – on the other – the stage, Luminex has provided a
solution used during events that include the Eurovision
Song Contest and concerts by Muse and Lady Gaga. And, in
fact, the stage in question has often been configured by
Belgian global leader Stageco.

endless. Statistics, such as heart rates and running speeds,
can be projected in real time above players. Concertgoers
can watch song lyrics hover in the air in front of them. And
audiences can even play starring roles with the use of
Augmented Reality.
Skemmi creates live mass-interactive multimedia
experiences for event organizers through short interactive
games played on very big screens and targeted for live
crowd experiences where each participant physically
engages with the digital content.
But event organisers that don’t have the resources
necessary to invest in the latest technologies to engage
their audience do not have to miss out. By using an app to
encourage audiences to play an interactive part in events,
organisers can improve engagement as well as gather
valuable data.
Belgian company Wooclap enables participants to ask
questions and answer polls in real time with their
smartphones. Another example is Pictawall, which collects
photos and videos, posted by the public attending an event.
Those can be displayed in real-time on the screens and/or
designated social media pages. They were used by events
by Tesla, Microsoft and by Brussels Airlines at the
Tomorrowland Music Festival.

Augmented Interactivity & Apps

Additionally, event apps can find parkingspace, provide
behind-the-scenes content, deliver updates on programme
changes and allow attendees to contact or network with
other participants.

Events, regardless of type, can no longer afford to be
presented as one-way traffic. Audiences want a say in what
happens, want to be involved in the narrative and want to
interact with others in attendance.

ActiveMe, among others, develops apps that mainly focus
on interactivity and applications in Artificial or Virtual
Reality.

Some of the most exciting methods of achieving this
involves immersive and interactive technologies. These
technologies have been commonplace at theme parks and
domes for some time, but are gradually appearing at all
kinds of other events. As an example, Sevenedge created a
360° virtual reality environment in which visitors to the TUI
stand could use a toy plane to overfly holiday destinations.
During Tomorrowland, Vigor Studios provided activations
and registrations in Augmented Reality on behalf of AB
Inbev.
When it comes to sports matches and music concerts,
Augmented Reality offers opportunities that are virtually
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which content they watch and when they watch it. Yet, there
are also differences.

BROADCASTING
TECHNOLOGIES

VOD offers viewers a menu from which they can select
available titles. Selected videos are sent via telecom
providers using the real-time streaming protocol. In 2010,
Belgians were Europe’s second largest group of VOD
consumers. Along with the Nordic countries, the
Netherlands and Switzerland, Belgium is still outperforming
the bigger neighbours according to CSI Magazine. The
Belgian VOD market was worth 69 million USD in 2016 and
is expected to grow to 99.4 million USD by 2020.

The way in which we view content has changed drastically
over the past few years. Until quite recently, families sat
together in front of the television and watched linear
broadcasts. The only option available to viewers was to
change the channel. Today’s situation couldn’t be more
different. However, many changes have also taken place
behind the scenes at broadcaster level. We present 6 trends
in this field, with particular interest in the Belgian front
runners involved.

Personalised experience
Certainly, viewers can still choose to watch linear broadcasts,
but for how long they will continue to do so is anyone’s
guess. Nevertheless, a number of programmes seem to be
firmly set in linear broadcasts. These include sports events,
which couldn’t possibly have the same impact if watched in
catch-up form, and highly popular shows that are released
periodically. Yet, even in these cases, content providers can
create unique second-screen experiences.
Belgian app Ekho offers viewers a unique second-screen
experience: chatting with other users, answering to polls,
sharing your emotions live and more. Results of polls can
be broadcasted within minutes. Small Town Heroes
connects content makers with their viewers with engaging
interactions like real-time chat, emoji-polls and photo
challenges, making TV more interactive than ever.
Despite the above, throughout 2017, on average 24% to 36%
of content offered by Belgium’s two public broadcasters
has been watched in catch-up form. This figure exceeds
that of 2016 by as much as 10 percentage points. Belgium
is worldwide one of the leading countries in this evolution,
partially because with Telenet and Proximus, it has two
major technologically advanced providers. Besides linear
or catch-up viewing, there is also a clear move towards
Video on Demand (VOD) and Over the Top (OTT) content
providers. Both ways allow viewers to decide for themselves
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When it comes to OTT, films and TV content are delivered
across the internet. Users don’t have to subscribe to
traditional cable, satellite or TV services in order to view
content. Well-known OTT services include Netflix, Hulu and
Amazon Prime, while RTL à l’infini and RTBF Auvio is also
breaking through in Belgium. The OTT industry in Europe is
set to reach 64.78 USD billion by 2021 according to Digital
TV Research.
While all the above is happening through cable, the Belgian
company Newtec was the first to develop, in collaboration
with the European Space Agency, interactive satellite
television. As such, the world leader in satellite
communications, making television available for 3 billion
people worldwide, introduced possibilities of televoting,
teleshopping and telebanking to them.

Multiplatform
Not just viewing timeframes are changing. So are the
devices used to consume content. A television set isn’t
necessarily the focal point of the living room anymore. In
Belgium, a little less than half of viewers also watch content
on desktops or tablets, while almost 75% use laptops or
smartphones. The latter figure, in particular, is displaying
strong growth. According to market research agency
Nielsen, the television by some margin still remains the
most popular medium for watching videos.
A number of Belgian companies are genuine fore runners
in the race to offer content as efficiently as possible on the
greatest number of channels possible.
THEOplayer facilitates a perfect video experience on any
platform or device, VR/360, web, mobile web, Android SDK,
iOS SDK and Chromecast Receiver App SDK. THEOplayer
was awarded as the Best Video Player Solution / SDK in the
world during the Streaming Media Readers’ Choice Awards
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2017 and has clients such as CNN, NBC and Twitter. Also
Nebula, a solution by Androme, has been developed to allow
telecom operators and broadcasters to offer TV services to
their customers across different platforms (STB, iOS,
Android and Web). Utoolize, another Belgian company based
in Brussels, helps to easily manage video and interactions.
An interview with Mediagenix can be found in chapter 2.

Live streaming

Smart use of data

Viewers have meanwhile gone on to expect more than just
a perfect picture. Belgian companies have a world-class
offering in this regard.

With all the data available today, everything boils down to
using this data as efficiently as possible.
Zappware fuels the business intelligence to personalise the
video service with relevant content suggestions, upsell and
loyalty triggers. NeuroMedia Software uses Casterstats to
support more than 400 international broadcasters
transmitting more than 7000 channels. It provides crossmedia analytics for broadcasters with industry standard
metrics and offers insights from the web and mobile content
usage in a single tool. Spott is another solution, offering live
data about the users who are watching and interacting so
they can be optimally addressed for advertising purposes.
On top of this, content providers are required to manage an
ever-increasing amount of data.
Skyline Communications is the global leader in end-to-end
multi-vendor network management and OSS solutions for
the broadcast, satellite, cable, telco and mobile industry
with its product DataMiner which offers long-term trending,
professional reporting, advanced automation, intelligent
correlation and root cause analysis, real-time SLA
monitoring, user-definable key performance indicator
dashboards, and much more in more than 110 countries.

Towards IP-based broadcasting
In the past, Serial Digital Interface (SDI) was the common
standard for transporting uncompressed video within
facilities. This allowed broadcasters to connect equipment,
which was interconnected by myriads of fixed wires and
connectors. In future there will be a switch to ‘Internet
Protocol’ and IT technology in the studio. Once again,
Belgian television is one of the fore runners.
VRT Sandbox LiveIP Studio received the 2016 EBU Award
for Technology & Innovation as it was described as the start
of a revolution in programme production infrastructure. An
ever-increasing amount of IP technology hardware is being
manufactured, such as the universal mini-camera system
by CyanView.
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As previously mentioned, live streaming is on the rise.
Giants like Facebook Live, YouTube Live and Twitter’s
Periscope bring us millions of hours of live content every
day. And, thanks to constantly-improving broadband
connections, the broadcast of live content is becoming ever
more accessible.

Softron technology was used during the Tour de France,
while VGTRK – the leading broadcaster in Russia – relied on
Softron for all of their output and ingest for the 2014
Olympics in Sochi. (For more information: see the interview
in chapter 2).
Deltacast delivers virtual graphic overlays including offside
lines, distance and speed measurements, animated 3-D
logos, scores, magnifiers, and player trajectories for clients
such as Sky and ARD. EVS live production servers enable
fast turnaround replays and highlights, reliable multicamera
ingest and flexible playout. This technology is used for
broadcasts that include the Super Bowl, Chelsea TV and
first-ever 4K coverage for the prestigious US Open Golf
Tournament.

Ever-growing files
4K or UHD, also previously mentioned under “Event
technologies”, will eventually become the norm for
television programming. As a result, the sector will have to
reinvest in infrastructure as it did when it adopted HD. The
cost of cameras and equipment is just one of the aspects
that will have to be taken into account.
After all, 4K offers four times as many pixels as HD and
requires a lot of data storage space. On top of this,
programmes by television broadcasters must be converted
from their classic television format to video file types used
by web browsers, tablets, smartphones, set-top boxes,
game consoles, etc. This demands vast computing power
that would quickly overwhelm existing servers. Modern
media organizations are in a growing need for a dedicated
media datacenter or private cloud to be able to run their
processes and access content flexibly and on demand.
The Belgian company SDNsquare improves the reliability
and performance issues of bulk data such as large files and
streams in storage systems and IP networks with a linearly
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scalable, clustered storage and computing platform to
support real-time workflows in the most demanding
environments. It counts Belgian, Dutch and Italian public
broadcasters among its clients, to mention but a few.

markets. Their implementation in the latest generation of
FPGA & ASIC chips provide today’s highest quality, most
flexible and cost effective handling tools for high throughput
data streams.

MediaHaven also offers a platform that allows broadcasters
to store extensive audiovisual files in a flexible and secure
way, search and retrieve the right files when needed and set
up adjustable and highly customised workflows.

Image Matters paves the way toward efficient image
compression (HEVC, JPEG 2000, TICO, …) and easy image
transport over internet. Image Matters provides electronics
and software platforms to help audiovisual equipment
manufacturers to jump faster and easier into new video
dimensions.

The evolution towards better compression runs parallel to
an increase in capacity through use of the cloud. The
smaller the files, the easier it is to save and forward them.
A common format is H264, which still borrows its technology
from the encoding of video on Blu-Ray discs. Potential
successors of the H264 are coming to the forefront now,
which will be essential in order to efficiently send 4K-UHD
footage.
Belgian company intoPIX, among others, enables its
customers with leading-edge image and video compression,
security and hardware enforcement IP-cores for audiovisual
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Larger files create additional headaches when it comes to
the archiving of audiovisual files.
Belgium’s MTC provides a hybrid and scalable storage
solution to store and archive production and post production
works. And Brussels company Memnon, acquired by Sony
in 2015, is specalized in services to digitize, restore,
preserve and provide access to classic and current sound
and video recordings in any format.
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SECTION 3

Yet, 3D cannot be written off. This is firstly because of
increased interest from the Chinese market. In 2015, the
Chinese 3D industry outstripped the North American 3D
industry by more than USD 1 billion. Secondly, 3D and 4D are
very popular when it comes to theme parks and ride
simulations.

INTERACTIVE &
IMMERSIVE MEDIA

Brussels company, nWave Pictures, is a global leader in this
format.
Belgium also has a thriving games scene that has an interest
in 3D.
Immersive media has been a buzzword for a few years now.
Yet, the concept itself is far from new. Immersion is, after
all, nothing other than being immersed in a fictitious world.
JRR Tolkien, author of Lord of the Rings, called this “the
enchanted state”, with readers fully transitioning into the
world of the author. As technology advanced, new methods
of immersion came to light. A classic example is the
projected film by the Lumière brothers, portraying a train
arriving at a station. Many viewers feared that the train
would actually break through the screen.
3D technology entered stage in the 1950s, while the first
attempts to Augmented Reality date back to the end of the
sixties. During the 1990s the world had its eyes set on the
possibilities of Virtual Reality. Today, Augmented Reality
and Virtual Reality may be truly on the brink of a
breakthrough. The most tangible applications can currently
be found in the audiovisual sector, particularly in the
gaming industry. Investment in this interactive and
immersive media is increasing at a rapid rate.
One of the major events in this field is Stereopsia, also
known as the World Immersion Forum. During three days
in December, key players of the immersive industries
gather in Brussels to discuss 3D cinema, 3D sound, virtual
and mixed reality. The organisation also hands out the
Lumiere Awards of the Advanced Imaging Society and the
VR Society of Hollywood for the EMEA zone. The event can
be seen in the light of the Brussels “NextTech Plan”, which
adds VR as one of the priorities.

One of the driving forces is the HOWest Polytechnic. Its
Digital Arts & Entertainment training curriculum. In 2017,
this academy was nominated the best “Game Design and
Development” instructor in the world.
Some of the numerous Belgian 3D game developers include
DAE Studios, Create Multimedia, Alterface Projects, J2
Studio, AB-arts, the Fridge, Cyborn, Mindscape3D and
Neopica, which develops 3D games based on Asterix and
Obelix and America’s Next Top Model.

What is Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality?
In addition to 3D, many of the above-mentioned companies
have placed more and more emphasis on Augmented Reality
and Virtual Reality over the past few years. Augmented
Reality is a technology that superimposes a computergenerated image on a user’s view of the real world, thus
providing a composite view. Virtual Reality on the other hand
is the computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional
image or environment that can be interacted with in a
seemingly real or physical way by a person using specialist
electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside
or gloves fitted with sensors.

3D technology

It goes without saying that the possibilities of Augmented
Reality and Virtual reality extend a lot further than the
audiovisual sector on its own. Consider possible applications
for tourist services, real estate, architecture agencies,
schools and shops. In most of these cases, Augmented
Reality would be used, which could then pave the way for
Virtual Reality according to its adepts.

Although 3D films have been created for a niche market since
the 1950s, it was only in 2009 that James Cameron’s Avatar
became the first commercially successful 3D film. Contrary
to many expectations, this didn’t signal a major breakthrough
for the format. Over the past few years, cinema turnover
generated by 3D films has never exceeded 20% of total sales.

Even so, a certain amount of caution would be wise. At the
start of the 1990s, there was just as much hype surrounding
Virtual reality as there is today. Sega VR was released, but
never made it to a wider audience. Today, a large amount of
competition has eliminated the cost problem (see below), but
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the somewhat unwieldly headsets and limited available
content remain major obstacles. 2017 turned out to be a
rather disappointing year for Virtual Reality, with around 8,5
million headsets sold in 2017 according to Superdata.
Compared to the 6.2 million devices sold in 2016, the hype
did not seem to have materialised.

which has immigrants and refugees as its theme, allowed
viewers to wander around a separate warehouse throughout
the 6½ minute film during which the action took place all
around them. As a result, viewers could watch the movie
time and time again while always discovering different sides
of the story depending on their point of view.

Hardware

The Innovation hub of Cannes Film Festival’s, Next, also
focused on 360/VR films in 2017 and featured over 100
productions in this genre. These mainly involved 360° films
lasting a few minutes at most, given the enormous challenges
still faced by the technology. The resolution of the footage
has to be much higher in order to make sure the image is not
flawed.

Nonetheless, the future looks bright and investment remains
high. During the leading CES 2018 event taking place in
January, the technology company Nvidia predicted that by
2021 no less than 50 million VR headsets would be sold. With
Cardboard, Google created a very basic card VR headset to
give users an initial smartphone AR and VR experience. And
with its Gear VR, Samsung is likewise focusing on immersive
smartphone experiences, although its quality is better than
that of the Cardboard. According to the Economist, Samsung
had a 30% market share at the end of 2016.
The best-quality immersive experiences with better pictures
and controllers are offered by Facebook (Oculus Rift), HTC &
iconic gaming company Valve (HTC Vive) and Sony (PlayStation
VR). Microsoft, which is investing heavily in Hololens, is also
jumping on the gaming bandwagon, with headsets by brands
such as Acer, Dell and Hewlett-Packard set to run on
Windows.
To gain a competitive edge, Sony has engaged Belgium’s
SoftKinetic, which it acquired in a push toward nextgeneration range image sensors and solutions. SoftKinetic
demonstrated in 2012 the world’s first close interaction
camera capable of tracking hands and fingers from as
closeby as 15cm and continues to do groundbreaking work in
this and other areas.
While the VR headsets are attracting gamers, all major tech
companies are developing AR Glasses. True, Google Glass
may have been a failure (although it reinvented itself in the
business world with applications made by among others
Proceedix), but it is just a matter of time before AR glasses
will be seen as the next logical step following the computer,
laptop and smartphone. On the verge of 2018, Magic Leap,
backed by among others Google and Alibaba, unveiled its
Augmented Reality goggles. They announced it as “day one
of the new era”.

Films
For the very first time, a virtual Reality film, Carne y Arena by
Oscar-winning Mexican director Alejandro González Iñárritu,
was screened at the Cannes Film Festival in 2017. The film,
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The Belgian company Soulmade was the first to film in 16K,
even though glasses with 8K are still barely existent. This
way, the image can trick the eye and make the viewer believe
there is truly no difference to be spotted between reality and
Virtual Reality.
A number of other Belgian companies are also VR pioneers.
including Nexus Forward, Poolpio, Demute, Big Bad Wolf
and Nozon. An interview with Nozon features further on in
this publication.
Hardware providers like Oculus are meanwhile encouraging
the production of content themselves. After all, without good
content there would be no use for their hardware. In early
2017, Oculus launched an 8-minute film in which former US
President Barack Obama wanders through the rooms of the
White House. And later, Oculus also launched the trailer for
what should be the first full-length VR film, although its
projected 40-minute length is still a far cry from a full-length
film.

Journalism and entertainment
By now, classic broadcasters have also joined the 360-degree
video craze. This method of filming gives viewers a 360°
perspective, achieved on a computer by moving the mouse
and on a smartphone by rotating it. Here, a VR headset offers
the best results.
Belgian television broadcasters are fore runners in this field,
with a number of 360-degree reports presented in 2015 by
VRT with the help of Fisheye.
Belgian companies have also played a pioneering role when
it comes to live streaming, as was already mentioned in the
previous chapters.
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Poolpio has gained a lot of expertise in this field, as has
Azilpix, which has the capacity of simultaneous VR and
conventional video production in a single system. Because
vast amounts of data have to be processed to enable
360-degree streaming, 5G will be essential in ensuring a
definitive breakthrough. Another Belgian company,
Storycatchers, broadcasted the very first 360-degree
video of The Voice Kids in Beirut. With 60.000 viewers, it
was probably the most-watched 360-degree video in the
Middle East so far.

Gaming
An industry in which the development of Augmented
Reality and Virtual Reality is undoubtedly in full swing is
gaming. According to Grand View Research, the gaming
industry could reach 45 billion USD by 2025. The first wave
of AR in gaming rather unexpectedly came with the
release of monster hit Pokémon Go during the summer of
2016. More than 100 million users headed off in search of
Pokémon and saw what AR has to offer. And they noted
the fact that no additional software, let alone hardware,
had to be bought and that access to the game was free.
But the real “wow” experiences can be found in Virtual
Reality gaming, in which players are able to achieve the
impossible. They can fight aliens in space, go treasure
hunting in the depths of the ocean and do anything else
in-between.
With Space Pirate Trainer, I-Illusions has managed to
create one of the most popular VR games (see interview
further on in this publication), although other companies
like Sakari are also making their mark. As an example,
the latter company has developed a Virtual World in which
professional cyclists can train using exercise bikes.
Panoptic is also developing a cutting edge asymmetrical
local multiplayer VR game between VR and regular PC
players.
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Immersive Audio
It would be a mistake to believe that immersion is restricted
to the visual aspect. Music and other sounds can also create
this effect. Following on from mono and stereo, it’s time for
immersive audio to make its breakthrough.
During conventional audio experiences, sounds almost
always reach the ears from the front. It gets distorted if, for
example, a helicopter flies overhead or someone shouts
from another room in a block of flats. This is when so-called
“sound in space” becomes necessary, involving a number of
speakers placed around the listener as one would set up a
regular surround-sound system. However, the difference
between this and 2D audio is achieved by mounting the
speakers at different heights. This additional layer reveals
both localized sounds and height reflections complementing
the sounds that exist in the lower surround layer.
Immersive audio first emerged in cinema and subsequently
found its way into home cinema. The first company to develop
and roll out advanced immersive audio technology was
Belgium’s Auro 3D.
And Immersive Media is also making its mark on music.
Instead of hearing musicians from the front, listeners feel
like they’re among them, with guitars and trumpets
seemingly floating in the air. Artists like Paul McCartney and
Coldplay have already played concerts featuring 3D audio.
But even older bands such as Pearl Jam and Radiohead have
previously experimented with forms of immersive audio.
However, the genre seems to only be breaking through now,
thanks to the impact made by the VR industry.
This is because 3D audio also forms an essential part of the
gaming experience. While players wander through a virtual
world, sounds must have the ability to instantly adapt to
wherever the players are heading. Within the gaming
industry, Demute makes sound for all immersive experiences,
including gaming.

BELGIAN AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGIES

SECTION 4

STAKEHOLDERS

1 >>
OFFICIAL PARTNERS
FPS Foreign Affairs
Economic diplomacy is one of the basic missions of the FPS Foreign Affairs, which – operating
within the current constitutional framework and taking account of the other stakeholders in
the field – strives to promote Belgian economic interests abroad. It does this in a number of
ways. For example, the FPS Foreign Affairs supports Belgian businesses in their international
activities, with e.g. the economic missions of HRH Princess Astrid as representative of His
Majesty the King and, increasingly, visits by the King provide substantial support to Belgian
economic interests abroad.
We also promote Belgium internationally as a good place to do business. By actively
participating in international forums such as the World Economic Forum, arranging bilateral
visits and taking multilateral action in international organisations, the FPS Foreign Affairs
aims to showcase the Belgian economy
diplomatie.belgium.be/en

Flanders Investment & Trade, AWEX and Brussels Invest & Export each promote their own
region: Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels. Their main assignments are threefold, which they
are each free to achieve in their own way:
• To support exporters from the region
• To inform, prospect for and advise potential foreign investors
• To promote the region abroad
Alongside tax incentives, Belgian regions also grant companies significant financial
incentives for recruitment, training, R&D, investment, consultancy and environmental
protection.
Flanders Investment & Trade
Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) promotes international enterprise in Flanders in a
sustainable way as a key factor in the social and economic development of our region. FIT
does so by supporting the international activities of Flemish companies and by attracting
foreign investors to Flanders. FIT assists, supports and stimulates companies in international
business. FIT offers tailored advice and guidance. Companies can call on its networks of
contacts both at home and abroad. And FIT gives financial support and information on a wide
range of financial incentives.
Flanders has many assets for ambitious Flemish enterprises and SMEs as well as for
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interested international companies. For Flemish companies, its region is a perfect gateway.
For them, FIT tries to lower the threshold to doing business abroad. FIT promotes its services,
provides information and knowledge about export and offers networking opportunities
between entrepreneurs and brings them into contact with potential partners abroad.
Flanders is a pole of attraction for foreign companies: thanks to its central location in Europe,
its strongly developed infrastructure, its innovative clusters and numerous other strengths.
FIT tries to give them worldwide publicity. FIT adopts a tailored approach to potential
investors and convinces them of the opportunities for their company in Flanders. Furthermore,
FIT focus on existing investors in Flanders planning to expand their businesses.
Innovative clusters are of key importance to Flanders as a knowledge region. FIT helps these
clusters in their internationalization process and tries to attract foreign investors capable of
strengthening the cluster to grow into a major international player.
www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com

Wallonia Export-Investment Agency
The Wallonia Export - Investment Agency (AWEX) offers general expertise in international
economic relations. This expertise ranges from promoting Walloon exports through to
seeking foreign investment (helping find suitable sites, explaining support measures and tax
rules, and providing information on recruitment and staff training, project funding, etc).
AWEX also provides a range of services to all Walloon businesses seeking to operate at
international level. However it is also the partner of choice for all buyers, importers and
foreign prospects who are looking for a partner in Wallonia and wanting to find products,
equipment, technologies or services in the area.
Outside of Belgium, AWEX can rely on an international network of 109 financial and business
attachés, covering more than 120 markets and some 20 international organisations. These
representatives are the key contacts locally for any business or public body wishing to
develop a business or a partnership relationship with Wallonia or simply wanting to find out
about the economic potential of such a relationship.
At Walloon level, AWEX’s main partners are the competitiveness and technological clusters
in particular.
www.awex-export.be & www.investinwallonia.be

Brussels Invest & Export
Brussels Invest & Export works to promote foreign trade, assists Brussels companies, and
attracts foreign investors to Brussels. It has built a database to help foreign investors with a
specific project in mind find business partners in Brussels. Brussels Export has a foreign
network of some 88 economic and trade attachés. Some of these are shared with FIT or
AWEX.
Invest in Brussels specifically offers companies the opportunity to test Brussels as a
business location for three months, providing them with free office space, secretarial
services, facilities and professional advice from experts on suitable locations, support
facilities, sector-related issues and legislation at Brussels and federal level, etc.
www.invest-export.brussels & http://www.investinbrussels.com/
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2>>
AUDIOVISUAL INDUSTRY BODIES

Agence du Numérique
The Agence du Numérique (AdN) is a limited liability company under public law, set up at the
initiative of the Walloon Government to contribute to the definition, the implementation and
the monitoring of the Walloon public policies on digital information. The AdN is a subsidiary
of the Agence pour l’Entreprise & l’Innovation (AEI).
Open, innovative and independent, the AdN is a catalyst for the digital transformation of the
region, a center of expertise and trusted advisor of the Walloon Government and Wallonia.
The AdN is responsible for implementing the digital strategy for Wallonia, Digital Wallonia.
www.digitalwallonia.be

Agoria Sports & Entertainment Technology Club
The Sports & Entertainment Technology Club brings together Belgian technology companies
active in the arena of international sports, especially with regard to construction, media
technology, sports equipment, hosting solutions, as well as access control and security
systems.
www.agoria .be

Centre du Cinéma et de l’Audiovisuel de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles
The main objective of our film agency is to support the creation and promotion of audiovisual
works and more specifically to grant support for the following activities:
• scriptwriting, development and production
• promotion
• theatrical release
• support for audiovisual operators : workshops, festivals, distributors, cinemas and VOD
platforms
The Centre du Cinéma et de l’Audiovisuel de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles is also active
on the following topics :
• participation to European programs such as Eurimages and Creative Europe
• development of international coproduction
• organization of a structured dialogue with representatives of the cinema and audiovisual
sector…
The Centre du Cinéma et de l’Audiovisuel is mainly financed by the government of the
Wallonia-Brussels Federation with an additional contribution of broadcasters.
www.centreducinema.be
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FLEGA
The primary mission of FLEGA, the sole official Flemish Games Association, consists in :
supporting the Flemish games industry as a whole;
• grouping all Flemish individuals and companies active in or connected to the Flemish
games industry (developers, service providers, educational institutions, researchers,
resellers, local publishers…);
• defending and proactively promoting the interests of its member companies and
institutes;
• advising its members and encouraging them to involve in knowledge and information
sharing;
• representing its members in their communication and dealings with governments,
non-gaming businesses, international organizations…
www.flega.be

MediaNet Vlaanderen
MediaNet Vlaanderen was founded in 1994 by a prominent number of Flemish actors in the
media and telecommunication sectors.
MediaNet Vlaanderen doubles as a discussion platform and a networking organization for
companies in the media sector.
The objective is to bring companies closer together by providing networking and training
activities, granting general support to member companies and promoting knowledge sharing
between media companies in a rapidly evolving, innovative, digital and technology-based media
market.
www.medianetvlaanderen.be

SCREEN.BRUSSELS
Since May 2016, the Brussels Region has been operating the audiovisual support platform
screen.brussels aimed at responding effectively to the issues of a fast-growing sector
consisting of 400 companies and providing 15,000 direct and indirect jobs. In a highly diverse
market in terms of company size as well as in terms of traditional and innovative fields of
activity (such as cinema, TV, gaming, transmedia, series, web series), not to mention
expertise (such as production, post-production, virtual reality, funding, distribution), the
Region now has a coherent support structure tailored to all links in the value creation chain,
namely producers, post-producers, distributors, screenwriters and more.
The single brand screen.brussels brings together all the regional support services for its
audiovisual industry:
• The funding of traditional or innovative audiovisual productions which incur all or part
of their audiovisual expenditure in the Brussels Region (screen.brussels fund), open to
international co-productions;
• Support for companies in their creation, growth and internationalization and support
for innovative ecosystems (screen. brussels cluster);
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• Logistical support for shoots: obtaining permits, help with scouting locations,
accommodations, etc. (screen.brussels film commission);
• The structural funding of growing Brussels audiovisual companies through traditional
or convertible loans (screen.brussels business).
Thanks to these four entities, screen.brussels strengthens an ecosystem that helps create
jobs and gives our companies visibility on the international scene.
www.screen.brussels

TWIST CLUSTER
Mr. Pierre COLLIN
Executive Manager
Rue de Mulhouse 36
BE- 4020 Liège
Tel. : +32 4 349 12 49
E-mail : contact@twist-cluster.com
Website : www.twist-cluster.com
TWIST (Walloon Technologies for Image, Sound and Text) is the business Cluster Cinema &
Digital Media in Wallonia (Belgium) and is the main business cluster active in the sector of
digital audiovisual and multimedia technologies in Belgium.
TWIST groups together 100 members (4,500 direct jobs) including 80% SMEs, 5 TV channels,
7 universities & research centres, 2 investments funds and the public authorities working
within the media and audiovisual sectors.
TWIST is mainly active on the markets related to the cinema, TV and rich media industries,
with a focus on transmedia contents (immersive & interactive technologies, new business
models and artistic challenges)

Wallimage
Wallimage Ltd and its subsidiaries Wallimage Coproductions Ltd and Wallimage Entreprises
Ltd, were set up in Mons (Wallonia) in February 2001. Together, they act as the Walloon
regional body for the audiovisual industry.
• Their aim: to help structure the fledgling audiovisual industry in the Walloon Region.
• Their Strategy: to act as co-producers for full-length feature films or series that use
Walloon talent and technicians, during either production or post production. We
support either live fiction, animation or documentaries. Through an incentive program
called Creative Wallonia, we can also finance TransMedia, VR and AR.
With Wallimage Entreprises we also support the set up and development of audiovisual
service companies, with capital investments or conditional loans.
• Their tools: Wallimage Coproductions has a yearly budget of €5.5 million to invest in
co-productions. Wallimage Enterprises has capital of 16 M€.
info@wallimage.be
www.wallimage.be
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INTERVIEW WITH

Bruno Verstraete, Founder

EVENT TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Avolon
REGION

Brussels
Date of foundation: 2005
Location: Brussels
Employees: 5

Avolon is a commercial brand of light
ing fixtures, created in 2005, devel
oped by the company Twylite.
Bruno Verstraete, founder of the com
pany and professional gaffer for over
30 years (with more than 100 films to
his credit), developed an initial projec
tor to meet a specific demand. Within
no time at all, Avolon products could
be found on all five continents.
As an interesting aside, each projector
model bears the name of the film for
which it was originally developed.
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FROM FLUORESCENT
LIGHTS TO LEDS, THE
SAME PHILOSOPHY OF
EXCELLENCE
The lighting fixtures used fluorescent
technology until September 2017,
when, after 18 months of develop
ment, the new LED line was launched.
The products differ significantly from
those of competitor brands in terms
of:
† Integration
Avolon projectors are operational
as soon as you connect to the
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†

†

†

†

†

†

†

mains, while the preparation time
for other products can be up to 20
minutes.
Weight
The heaviest Avolon projector is
about 5 kilos, yet the lightest de
vices offered by the competition
weigh at least 28 kilos.
MacAdams standards for LEDs
The company has been awarded a
level 1 on a scale of 10, 1 being the
highest score, while its competi
tors have a score of 5.
Camera compatibility
The projectors are flicker free:
they work with any camera, re
gardless of the speed and the
shutter. They can operate at up to
3,000 frames per second.
Noise pollution
There is no fan (in contrast to the
competition, where up to 4 are
used); cooling is passive. This
means there is no acoustic impact,
neither to the projection nor to the
contact. The products are com
pletely “clean” in terms of noise.
Warranty
The company guarantees 10 years
of stability for its projectors: cus
tomers are guaranteed to experi
ence the same calibration of LEDs
during this period of time. This,
among other reasons, is why Avo
lon’s customers are so loyal.
Power consumption, dimmable with
RGB
The output is 10 times higher than
the energy consumption, while be
ing dimmable without colour
changes and RGB included, which
is important for events and broad
casting.
Made in Belgium
The projectors are manufactured
in Belgium at the Atelier de SaintGilles, made almost exclusively
with Belgian components.

“The philosophy of
Avolon: the lowest
possible number of
returns. Of 22,000
items sold up until
2015, there were
18 repairs.”

Apart from the LEDs, all parts for the
lighting fixtures come from within 30
km of Brussels. “Made in Belgium” is
a selling point because it is a symbol
of quality.
† Aesthetics
The lamps look great and can stay
in the camera shot; they are filma
ble
† very affordable price range (from
300 to 2,000 euros) that leaves the
competition trailing behind
The name and the products are pat
ented.
An evolving clientele: from equipment rental companies to event organizers to directors of photography
They are sold through approximately
thirty offices around the world; if the
brand is represented in a country, the
sale must be made via the distributor.
Only in cases where there is no dis
tributor will the Belgian headquarters
sell directly.
The best ambassadors of the brand
are directors of photography who re
quire their choices to be respected by
equipment rental firms. Word-ofmouth is the best publicity for the
company which, in addition, does not
have a marketing and communication
budget similar to those of some of its
competitors.
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The client base consists of:
† 80% equipment rental companies
† 15-20% directors of photography
† The rest: theatres, production
lines, the European Parliament,
private individuals, etc
The fact that Avolon is Brussels-based
is historical: following his studies at
Insas, Mr. Verstraete found a work
shop in Saint-Gilles and set up his
business there.
The company is supported by public
funds, either as a one-off (during the
purchase of the building in 2008) or on
a recurring basis (in particular for
participating in trade shows, when
Brussels Invest and Export also steps
in).
Avolon was also part of the economic
mission to India in 2013, presided over
by HRH Princess Astrid, which was
prolific in terms of meetings and re
sults.
It is also a member of hub.brussels &
screen.brussels cluster (see Part 1 –
stakeholders).
The company believes that LED tech
nology will dominate the market for
another fifteen years.
This new technology will open the
door to new markets: companies ac
tive in events and theatres, among
others, are certainly showing interest
in these new applications.

“‘Made in Belgium’
is a guarantee of
quality; it reassures
customers.’
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INTERVIEW WITH

Carl Rijsbrack, Vice President Events
& ProAV Entertainment

EVENT TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Barco
REGION

Flanders
Date of foundation: 1934
Head office in Kortrijk.
Sites in 90 countries
Number of employees: over 3500
Turnover:
1,202.3 million in 2016,
of which 578.1 in the
entertainment division
Growth: +7% in 2016, +12.4%
in the entertainment division
Export: 99% of turnover,
sales in more than 90 countries
Awards: Rave Reader’s choice awards,
Sound & Video contractor - Best of show
winner, Commercial integrator best
winner

Barco is a global technology company
that designs and develops visualiza
tion solutions for a variety of selected
professional markets. The three core
divisions are entertainment, enter
prise and healthcare. Under the um
brella of entertainment, Barco offers
solutions for Cinema, Simulation and
Events & Pro AV.
In terms of events, it is mainly rental
companies that use the services of
fered by Barco. These rental compa
nies then handle the optimised setup of
audiovisual applications for concerts,
sports events, light festivals or other
one-off events. When it comes to
ProAV, the scope is somewhat differ
ent. In this case, Barco’s customers are
integrators that install permanent sys
tems in places such as museums,
churches and corporate foyers. Barco
devises tailor-made solutions for both
types of customers, based on three
product categories: Projection, LED
and Image Processing.

THE HARDWARE
AND THE BRAINS
“If there’s a lot of ambient light, we
recommend the use of LED,” says Carl
Rijsbrack, Vice President of Events &
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ProAV Entertainment. “LED systems
emit light from the screen, which
combats the ambient (sun)light. And
screens can be as big as you want
them to be, given that a LED screen
consists of many small panels that
can be stacked. However, Barco reso
lutely focuses on high resolution, with
pixels clustered more tightly together
and quality that improves constantly.
We want you to see a perfectly smooth
image, even from up-close.”
“If there’s less ambient light, our cus
tomers will be stunned by what our
projectors can do,” continues Rijs
brack with enthusiasm. “In previous
years, images were mainly projected
onto screens. But today, we can bring
any conceivable object to life, includ
ing moving objects. In fitting its pro
jectors with laser light sources to
maintain constant light output quality,
Barco set a trend and continues to in
novate in this field. And, with its 4K/
Ultra HD solutions, Barco leads the
pack in the ‘run for pixels’.”
The third and final Events & ProAV
product category offered by Barco is
image processing, dubbed ‘the brains’
by Rijsbrack. This is an advanced com
puting platform that runs on dedicated
hardware. The platform’s software is
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used in such a way that the content is
displayed at the best possible speed,
precision and quality, with shape, size
and positioning all perfect. Barco
stands alone as world leader in low la
tency processing, which allows the
synchronisation of images and sound.
This is not a given, considering the ev
er-increasing amount of data that
must be processed in order to trans
mit an image. As a result, Barco occu
pies a very strong position in the live
events industry.

INNOVATION IN
TECHNOLOGY
THROUGH INNOVATION
IN CUSTOMER
RELATIONS
The products manufactured by this
Belgian company perform best when
used together, but are equally compat
ible with products manufactured by
competitors. Even though Barco has
set the global benchmark, there is still
competition within the sector. And not
least of all from China. “We stay ahead
of the LED competition through con
stant innovation at the level of me
chanical applications, as well as ser
viceability,” declares Rijsbrack. It is no
coincidence that one in every five Bar
co employees is an engineer. “But
now, we place more emphasis on reli
ability. Our products are blessed with a
long lifespan and we make sure that
spares are available over very long pe
riods of time. This is why you’ll still
see screens by Barco on Times Square
in New York, installed more than 7
years ago.”
Yet, Rijsbrack believes that Barco’s
main strength resides in its close rela
tions with its customers. Barco gives
its customers access to its R&D de
partment from an early stage. Thanks

to this collaboration model, its cus
tomers have a say in matters. This
means that they will not hesitate to
tell Barco what they want in the future.
“What distinguishes us from other
technology companies is the fact that
we aren’t interested in a supermar
ket-style business model. With our
customers, we build our portfolio.”
The value of a focus on dialogue is
demonstrated at the annual rental
partner meetings, when Barco brings
together all of its main rental custom
ers. During these meetings, the com
pany takes note of the opinions of its
customers and demonstrates the lat
est developments. It was during such
a meeting that the final switch was
made from lamps to lasers in projec
tors. “It turned out that our technology
and R&D on constant light output with
lasers matched actual problems ex
perienced by customers, such as the
constant lamp changes and stock
management...” The same goes for
4K, which could not get off the ground
as a result of too little native content.
Here, Barco demonstrated the ability
to use a 4K screen as a digital canvas,
with up to four different HD cameras
projecting a single image without any
loss of quality.
“Laser was rediscovered like this, and
the same applies to 4K. But just using
technology for technology’s sake won’t
help you succeed. You’ll never shift the
boundaries if you don’t have the cour
age to participate in the customer’s
thought process. If you don’t do that,
you’ll come adrift once you hit the first
obstacles, such as 4K content needing
4K input or the long lifespan of lasers
being irrelevant to short-cycle rental
companies. If you design something
and only then introduce it, you’re too
late. You have to make your contribu
tion at the drawing board. And that
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drawing board is often right here, in
Belgium.

EXPERIENCE
(IS) THE FUTURE
Rijsbrack says that Belgium’s reputa
tion as a technology paradise has even
been noted by artists like Bono. This
artist himself has said that U2’s 360°
tour would not have been possible
without the input of various Belgian
companies like XI / PRG and StageCo.
“On the one hand, we can add to exist
ing products. But on the other hand,
we must be brave enough to dream
and be creative in order to develop
new products and deliver them on
time.” Belgians are able to do this.
They have that the ‘show-must-go-on’
attitude. If a project is due before the
Olympic Games, you can’t say that it’s
going to be delayed by a month. And
you can’t tell concert organisers that
only half of the system is working, be
cause you’ll let down thousands of
concertgoers.”
When asked what the future holds for
Barco, one word stands out: experi
ence. For sure, a lot of money is being
invested in direct laser technology,
greater pixel counts for projectors and
much higher LED resolutions. But
what Rijsbrack is especially aiming for
is outcome-based thought, the use of
its products and high-end applica
tions. “How can you use our technolo
gies for holograms? How can they be
applied to kinetics to make everything
move in the future? How can you pres
ent virtual reality to the masses as an
event proposition? The public craving
for collective experiences is ever-in
creasing. People want ‘wow’ mo
ments. That’s the future. And to be
ready for this future, you’ll need our
technology.”
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INTERVIEW WITH

Raymond Dulieu, Founder

EVENT TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Freecaster
REGION

Wallonia
Date of foundation: 2003/2004
Location:
Namur, Paris and Luxembourg
Number of employees: 13
Turnover in 2016:
1.7 million Euros
Growth in 2016:
17.5%, growth – 2017: >50%
Export share: 70%

Freecaster was established in 2003 as
part of a strategic recommendation:
“How can we create a credible and
emotional link between the target audi
ence of 15-25 year olds and the big
brands”? The websites of the time of
fered only text content and photos. In
2004, Freecaster therefore became one
of the first video platforms allowing
broadcasting and sharing of video clips
on the Internet.
As well as the technological manage
ment of a “white label” video platform
(an OTT service), Freecaster was re
sponsible for the management of im
age rights, SABAM rights and the pur
chase of bandwidth. It is therefore a
comprehensive solution for the client.
Since its public launch in 2004, Free
caster has been awarded the Apple De
sign Award for the best QuickTime vid
eo platform on a global scale, which
has earned them considerable promi
nence.
Its innovation and rapidly-acquired rep
utation have been the key factors con
tributing to its clientèle development.
Although the platform was initially best
known in the world of extreme sports,
in 2008, Louis Vuitton, wishing to be the
first luxury brand to broadcast a live
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fashion show on Facebook, hired Free
caster on the recommendation of
Facebook. Since then, prestigious cli
ents such as Hermes, Louis Vuitton,
Saint-Laurent, Tomorrowland, etc.
have multiplied.
In 2016, Freecaster was awarded an
RTBF call for tender to provide an OTT
platform for 24/7 broadcasting of live
video and clips for 25 TV channels and
30 radio channels. The Belgian public
channel entrusted the Walloon SME
with managing the technology of its
Auvio platform, against international
competition mainly composed of large
companies including Amazon, Ericsson
and Oyala.
In addition to the development of a LIVE
and VOD video platform, Freecaster
also provides video recordings of events
for broadcast via LIVE streaming. In

Freecaster has
received the Apple
Design Award for
the best QuickTime
video platform on a
global scale.
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2016, for example, Freecaster conduct
ed the first live capture and broadcast
in 4K ultra-high definition of a Louis
Vuitton fashion show in Rio de Janeiro.
It was also the first time that 4K-capa
ble drones were used for direct cap
ture.
Its technological dynamism and control
over the entire value chain for live In
ternet video broadcasting enabled the
company to achieve growth of 17.5% in
2016, and to forecast growth of >50% in
2017, with a turnover forecast of around
3 million Euros. Most of this turnover
(nearly 70%) is generated by exports,
but almost exclusively to France.
The future of the company will include
the development of its business in Chi
na, a high-growth market in terms of
audiences for Freecaster clients.
Originally from Erpent on the outskirts
of Namur, its founder, Raymond Dulieu,
naturally chose that location for the
headquarters of a group that now has
offices in Paris and Luxembourg. Each
location has its own specific function:
† Freecaster Belgium is in charge of
all IT developments;
† Freecaster France manages all
audiovisual productions;
† Freecaster Luxembourg manages
commercial activities, responses to
calls for tender and a new pay-perview service.

Freecaster stands out from the compe
tition by offering solutions tailored to
each individual client. RTBF requires
24/7 streaming, Louis Vuitton is inno
vating with video formats and requires
the best possible distribution in China,
and Tomorrowland must be able to
provide directly to millions of Internet
users who are increasingly using both
PCs and mobile phones.

Until now, the company has never
sought help from the various regional
audiovisual sector resources, but it is in
contact with the Twist cluster which is
actively supporting it. In the future,
Freecaster is planning to call upon re
search and development aids for its
future projects, namely customisation
of video players and development of
functions.

Competition is increasingly strong.
Large multinational corporations, such
as Google and YouTube for example,
are trying to acquire their own shares
of the market in the field of profession
al broadcasting. With regard to video
capture, the competition consists
mainly of production companies such
as Videohouse.

According to Raymond Dulieu, the fu
ture of the audiovisual sector lies in
broadcasting content via the Internet.
Freecaster therefore has a strong hand
to play.

Despite this competition, the Walloon
SME is coming out on top because it
provides its clients with complete con
trol of both the technology and the me
dium, allowing its clients to quickly
achieve profitability with the product,
mainly through economies of scale.
In 2016, Freecaster invested almost
400,000 Euros in materials and equip
ment. A significant part of the invest
ment was also linked to staff training.
Although Belgium has produced many
excellent IT specialists, it isn’t always
easy to find staff with specific qualifica
tions in the audiovisual sector.

Freecaster also has a representative
office in China, but is planning to create
a company there in order to have the
broadcasting licenses required by cur
rent Chinese legislation.
Although the company primarily spe
cialises in the development and man
agement of a live video-on-demand
(VOD) video streaming platform, it also
provides its customers, on an à la carte
basis and according to their needs, with
a complete range of services from vid
eo capture to broadcast, namely:
† Live capture;
† Transmission (satellite, IP, …);
† Encoding;
† Broadcast (OTT) via the platform.
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Immersive, interactive, augmented and
virtual reality will in all likelihood take
centre stage in the audiovisual world of
tomorrow.

Nobody can say what
the technology of
tomorrow will be, so it
is necessary to
anticipate the market
and to know how to
question ourselves and
reinvent ourselves.
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INTERVIEW WITH

Nicolas Bourdon,
Senior Vice President Marketing

BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

EVS
REGION

Wallonia
Date of foundation: EVS Broadcast
Equipment S.A. was founded in February
1994 by Pierre L’Hoest and Laurent
Minguet
Head office in Seraing, Belgium. Offices
in 15 countries (Europe, Middle East,
Asia and North America) & Development
Centers in 3 countries
Number of employees: 500
Turnover: 130.8 EUR millions in 2016
Growth: +10.4% 2016/2015
Export: The company sells almost all
its branded products and services
abroad, in over 100 countries
Awards in 2017-2016: IABM Innovation
and Peter Wayne Awards for X-ONE;
Broadcast Pro Award, EMMY award
for the zooming 4K technology of Epsio,
TVB Award (Live Broadcast Solutions)
for the Sandbox LiveIP project at VRT,
TVB Europe Best of Show (IBC) for the
XT4K server, IABM Game Changer Award
(NAB) for Xeebra, Value Creation Award
given by Value Square (which rewards the
company listed on Euronext Brussels that
created the highest value over the last
10 years), IABM’s Peter Wayne Award for
Design and Innovation …

EVS is recognized worldwide as the in
dustry leader in advanced technologies
that enrich and manage live video con
tent, allowing its clients to engage with
their viewers and enhance their con
tent on multiple platforms. The compa
ny, which introduced its system Live
Slow Motion in 1994, continues to
strengthen its reputation for quality
and reliability every day, with solutions
that highlight content in the fields of
sports, entertainment, and live news.
Innovations, such as the C-Cast multi
media content distribution platform
and the IT DYVI video mixer, raise the
bar for enhancing, managing, and dis
tributing live productions. TV channels,
internet giants, rights holders, produc
ers, and other stadium operators use
EVS to maximize the value of their pro
ductions, thereby increasing their reve
nue streams.

A START-UP FROM
LIÈGE THAT BECAME
A WORLD LEADER
IN VIDEO PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Established today in the science park at
Sart-Tilman (Liège Science Park), EVS
Broadcast Equipment S.A. was created
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in February 1994 by Pierre L’Hoest and
Laurent Minguet, and is deeply rooted
in the dynamic and fast-paced world of
sports television. The LSM (Live Slow
Motion) system has revolutionized live
broadcasting in the 1990s, and has
grown to become the technological
standard for slow motion worldwide.
Thanks to the 1996 Atlanta Olympics,
and the 1998 World Cup in France, EVS
has developed and gained a reputation
worldwide. In 2004, on its 10th anniver
sary, the company already held roughly
90% of the market share in its sector of
activity, explains Nicolas Bourdon, the
Senior Vice President of Marketing of
EVS.
In 2006, during the World Cup of Soccer
in Germany, 900 million of spectators
were able to appreciate the sharp pre
cision of the images produced by EVS.
Building from this success, the compa
ny gradually expanded to the world of
information, entertainment (reality
shows, etc.) and news, without leaving
behind the sports market, in particular
with the coverage of the Beijing Olym
pics in 2008, the Winter Olympics from
2010 in Vancouver, or the FIFA World
Cup in South Africa, with many sporting
events constituting an extraordinary
showcase of the Belgian company’s ex
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pertise, soon to be on display again
now as the Winter Olympics and the
2018 World Cup of soccer approach.
All EVS products have evolved consid
erably, based on the XT production and
broadcasting platform, to integrate
seamlessly with the most widely used
technologies in television production,
and its solutions are also ideal to en
sure the migration to high definition.
“Its developers are particularly active in
making sure the company maintains its
position as the global leader. EVS must
continue moving its products forward
by actively anticipating the develop
ment of technologies, and by being
particularly attentive to its clients in the
field. In an increasingly short period of
time, we must now target the neces
sary content from among a huge mass
of information and organize it” adds
Nicolas Bourdon. EVS is particularly in
terested in technological migration,
and has demonstrated real abilities in
matters such as the cloud, IP Protocol
management, and artificial intelligence
- all topics that are seen as real “ena
blers”, allowing for the simplification of
production processes through automa
tion, to enrich editorial content or to
facilitate access to viewers/consumers.

and operators. The company also has
development centres in Belgium, Ger
many, and France. Today more than
95% of our revenue is from export,
while we still remain active in the Bel
gian market, including clients such as
RTBF, VRT, RTL-TVi, Proximus, Video
house or NEP Belgium.
Is it easy to recruit talent? “Not always,
because we work in a very small niche
sector. Every day, we must bet
everything on the continuous training
and modernizing of skills, internally
and externally, in order to remain at
tractive and retain our collaborators, as
well as the thousands of people who
work freelance with us, because other
players are trying to position them
selves in this market.”
Reliability, guaranteed competence,
impeccable products, the closeness
with operators and a quality of service
that few other competitors are able to
offer with collaborators in the field, are
some of the many qualities that have
built the global reputation of the com
pany in its sector of activity.

AN ACTIVITY
ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY
ORIENTED TOWARD
EXPORTS

Simply sticking with what it has already
attained is out of the question. In an in
dustry that is being shaken up by global
digital giants, EVS offers new products
and technologies with the ability to rev
olutionize media viewing, such as video
refereeing (instant replay), or X-ONE
(which recently received the prestigious
IABM’s - International Trade Associa
tion for Broadcast & Media technology
- Peter Wayne Award for Design and
Innovation), a solution that automates
live video production for small-scale
events and can be managed by a single
technician for the mixing of video, au
dio, and slow motion or replays.
“R&D is crucial for exploring new hori
zons and diversifying. EVS currently
makes up 50% of the staff in R&D,”
says Nicolas Bourdon. “Given the
growing importance of the cloud, we
must anticipate future developments.”
We have to work and personalize the
direct content on different levels; the

“From the moment it was created, the
company was already looking towards
exports,” explains Nicolas Bourdon.
“As soon as it was created, the compa
ny was immediately recognized for its
incredible ability to improve imag
es. Though it now has a few competi
tors in the “live” market, it is still a
world leader, offering its clients the
best, most reliable, and most innova
tive technologies for enriching the pro
duction of live video programs. Today,
EVS employs about 500 people, includ
ing 350 in Belgium, in Liège and Brus
sels, and has 20 offices in Europe, the
Middle East, the Americas, and
Asia-Pacific, in an effort to be as close
to production companies and “influ
encers”, such as producers, directors

MEETING THE
CHALLENGES
OF THE FUTURE
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market has big expectations. Excelling
in the visual experience of ultra-high
definition, augmented reality, 360 de
gree views, the possible addition of new
features, super slow motion, automa
tion, optimization of resources, con
nectivity between producers and their
teams through social networks, the
optimal management of content; some
of the many challenges faced each day
to make gains in time, efficiency, quali
ty, and cost, both in production and
post-production. There is also a grow
ing need to take the new digital plat
forms into account, that are also gain
ing a lot of ground in the video market:
with the arrival of online giants in the
broadcast market, television channels
are no longer the only ones active in
this area.”

THE COMPANY’S
ROOTS IN BELGIUM
REMAIN FIRM
A Belgian success story, EVS has its
historic roots in Belgium, and has every
intention to keep them there. “Our
multilingual approach, our conviviality,
and our specification of “Made in Bel
gium”, are very popular abroad. While
EVS’s development centres are located
at several different sites, the central
role played by our home country still
allows us to meet with each other. EVS
is also helped by organizations such as
AWEX and AGORIA, with its “Sports &
Entertainment Events Technology
Solutions”, as well as through the
princely missions and state visits in
which we have participated. These mis
sions and visits allow us to access
top-level players, and are very valuable
for opening doors seen as being diffi
cult to access.
Participation in hyper-specialized trade
shows and meetings can also provide a
constant source of added value, such as
the NAB, the largest annual conference
for professionals in the entertainment
and media industries around the world,
which will be held in Las Vegas from
April 7 to 12, 2018. The event is a key
showcase for EVS, which already ex
ports its technology to the United
States.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Dirk Debraekeleer, CEO

BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Mediagenix
REGION

Flanders
Date of foundation: 1992
Head office in Groot-Bijgaarden
(Belgium), offices in Skopje, Bangkok,
Singapore and from 2018 onwards the
United States
Number of employees:
115 in Belgium, 150 overall
(growth rate of 20 employees per year)
Turnover:
24.1 million euro
Growth: over 20% in the last five years
Export: 85% of turnover
Awards: winner of the Export Lion Award
2016 and the award of the Flemish
Government for the most promising
company of the year 2016.

The MEDIAGENIX story started in 1992
with the founding of VTM, Flanders’
first commercial television station. Ini
tially, the broadcaster’s employees
scheduled television programmes us
ing pen and paper, but this quickly be
came too complicated. To solve this
problem, VTM called in the help of a
start-up, which would grow to become
MEDIAGENIX.
“In the early days, everything was rela
tively simple,” says Dirk Debraekeleer,
CEO of MEDIAGENIX. The only option
viewers had, was to switch to a different
channel. Now, an enormous amount of
content can be viewed across different
channels on a range of devices.” This
evolution also meant that more and
more functions became necessary for
WHATS’ON, MEDIAGENIX’s business
application. These functions evolved
into a Content Management System,
which acts as a full back-end solution
for content providers.

THE ART OF
SCHEDULING
In classic television screen scheduling,
an important trend involved an in
crease in the number of channels that
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could be launched quickly. The multi
channel revolution had begun. MEDIA
GENIX helped MTV expand from 6 to
160 channels without the need for a
significant increase in staff numbers.
In addition to scheduling, pre-pro
gramming where logos, advertising
banners or text should appear in post
production is now handled by
WHATS’ON. Automation and a certain
amount of Artificial Intelligence form
the basis of this.
The Video On Demand (VOD) story
started alongside the rise of telecom
providers. To begin with, this content
was mainly retrieved via the classic
television screen, while this can now
be done on any device. In a technical
sense, the problem involves compli
ance with all the necessary rules in
order to play the retrieved package. In
practical terms, the challenge is about
aligning VOD with linear, in order to
shift the focus from medium to con
tent. Debraekeleer calls this “The Art
of Scheduling.”
“It’s no longer about how I can fill my
linear channels with content, but about
which channels I can use to gain maxi
mum returns from my content,” says
Debraekeleer. After all, content provid
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ers do not buy content. They buy the
rights to content for a specified period
of time. Rights and financial adminis
tration tasks can now be handled via
WHATS’ON, with simulations of various
scheduling timeframes and channels
allowing the provider to determine the
most profitable schedule. This in turn
converts investment (content) into opti
mum revenue (viewers). “It took us a lot
of effort to bring together linear and
VOD, with more than 20% of our turn
over going to R&D. However, our cus
tomers assure us that we’re well ahead
of the competition in this area.”

THE MORE YOU GIVE,
THE MORE YOU GET
At MEDIAGENIX, the opinions of cus
tomers are carefully taken into ac
count. A User Advisory Board is organ
ised on an annual basis so that the
roadmap for the upcoming year can be
drafted. This meeting concludes with a
vote on the roadmap in question, and
MEDIAGENIX will set its priorities on
the basis of that vote. “Ours is a
fast-moving sector, so this approach
ensures that the right decisions are
made,” adds Debraekeleer.
Customers also benefit greatly from
their contribution to the expansion of
WHATS’ON, because MEDIAGENIX is
resolute in its choice to supply a
high-performance standard package
offering the right optimized services
requiring a minimum amount of cus
tomization. This approach is preferred
by customers, who want to keep costs
as low as they can. If a customer none

theless wants a specific solution, ME
DIAGENIX will reappraise the situation
so as to check whether parts of such a
solution can be incorporated into the
next version of the basic package,
thereby creating a win-win situation
for all. “This method never causes
problems,” assures Debraekeleer,
“because our customers know that the
more they give, the more they get.”
The fact that the approach works is
also demonstrated by a growing cus
tomer portfolio. MEDIAGENIX occu
pied a strong position in Europe from
the start, mainly thanks to a number of
loyal Scandinavian customers. But the
company has now grown from a Euro
pean industry fore runner into a signif
icant global player. The icing on the
cake is a prestigious collaboration with
the BBC, which uses WHATS’ON for its
back-office support. MEDIAGENIX now
also has a strong North American
presence, thanks in part to its partner
ship with a regional distributor. The
company is also active in Asia, the Mid
dle East and Latin America, even
though active prospecting has only just
started here. And – apart from the
classic broadcasters and telecom pro
viders – new customers are coming to
the fore. Customers like Red Bull,
which produce and want to distribute
their own content.

PERFECTLY
POSITIONED
According to Debraekeleer, Belgium is
the ideal location from which to man
age the expansion of MEDIAGENIX. Its
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central position is crucial in terms of
European sales. And Flanders Invest
ment & Trade can be relied on for
sales beyond European borders. “I’m
amazed by the support we get from
FIT,” says Debraekeleer. “This has
ranged from assistance in establishing
an Asian office to prospecting activities
in new countries to support in increas
ing our business. As an example, FIT
was able to arrange a meeting be
tween us and the CEO of a prominent
Singaporean media corporation.”
Another important motive behind the
expansion of MEDIAGENIX is the con
tracts it has in place with a number of
global players. “Customers like Disney
and Viacom have a worldwide pres
ence. We’re in direct negotiations with
these companies for the global provi
sion of back-office support. Within that
context, we’ll be opening a US office in
2018 allowing us to directly take charge
of, amongst others, the Latin Ameri
can region.”
“In my opinion, no sector is developing
faster than the media sector,” says De
braekeleer. “Content viewing methods
and associated business models have
been shaken to the core. And things
will only get more complicated in the
future with the rendering of metadata
such as runners’ heartbeats, the use
of social media, the use of new soft
ware that will require intercommuni
cation, and so forth. And the more
complicated it becomes, the greater
the demand will be for our solutions.
Because, from a technological per
spective, we are perfectly positioned.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Pierre Chevalier, Technical director

BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Softron
Media Services
REGION

Brussels
Date of foundation: 1982
Location: The company’s headquarters
are located in Brussels, with a second
office in the USA
Number of employees:
6 in Belgium, 2 in the USA
Turnover of 1.5 million euros in 2016
(continuous growth over last 10 years).
95% of the sales are from export
worldwide (30% Europe, 30% USA, 25%
Latin America and 15% Asia)
The company develops and markets
software on the Mac for the audiovisual
sector in the form of packaged,
downloadable solutions. Software
solutions imply marginal costs in terms of
logistics, reproduction, warehousing, etc.

RECORDING AND
BROADCASTING IN
A MAC ENVIRONMENT
The software can be installed on any
“off-the-shelf” Mac equipped with a
video card, which allows reception and
transmission of a video signal. The
solution proposed by Softron process
es this signal in 2 ways:
† Recording of a single or multiple
video channels, for example dur
ing sport events;
† Playout for live production or
scheduled broadcasts, for exam
ple by television channels.
The client base consists mainly of
production companies and regional
television stations, which are typically
heavy users of Macs (especially for
editing), that would not have the pos
sibility of recording or broadcasting in
the Apple environment. The solution
proposed by Softron is structured
around editing, while allowing users
to work in a unique environment and
reducing maintenance costs.
In addition, in line with the Apple phi
losophy, Softron prioritizes intuitive
ness and ease of use, which enables
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users to become operational very
quickly.
Originally, in 1982, Softron Microcom
puting S.A. was a computer store lo
cated in a local shopping mall; at that
time, Apple’s products were the main
business focus.
Gradually, clients active in the audio
visual sector expressed their need for
software that they could not find else
where on the market. To meet these
requirements , a radio software pro
gram was developed and launched in
1991 by a new division: “Softron Media
Services”.
Requests from local television chan
nels led to the further development of
professional video solutions, while the
sale of equipment gradually declined,
ultimately ending in 2010.

“Every day, a billion
hours of video are
watched on YouTube,
and 300 hours of video
are uploaded every
minute.”
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FROM TELEVISION
CHANNELS
TO CHURCHES
TO PRODUCTION
COMPANIES
The company’s current client base
consists of:
† Production companies
† Television channels
† Religious institutions (houses of
worship), some of which, located
in the United States and elsewhere
in the world, have significant
means at their disposal to host
their services, bringing together
thousands of worshippers
The products are sold via 2 sales
channels:
† Online through a Softron-owned
webstore
† Through a network of reseller-in
tegrators, specialized in the world
of Apple products. This makes the
Softron software part of an inter
connected global solution. This
guarantees that Softron’s solu
tions are covered by worldwide
support.
Therefore, clients benefit from a 1st
line support from their integrator, with
Softron’s engineers remaining availa

ble for more detailed questions.
Competition is scarce since the solu
tions developed are very specific and
dedicated to a job. Only one Austrian
company offers comparable products
in the Mac environment.
Nevertheless, other competing solu
tions can be in the non-Mac world,
based on PC, Linux or other environ
ments.
Companies offering dedicated hard
ware solutions cannot really be con
sidered as competitors, as Softron’s
commercial strategy is to offer a
standardly available product at an af
fordable price to the greatest number
of users.
External marketing support for Sof
tron Media Services is quite recent in
the history of the company: it was only
in 2010 that Impulse contributed to the
modernization of the site, the logo and
its image in general.
Brussels Invest and Export has also
provided funding for participation in

“Developments are
happening very quickly
and the number of uses
is exploding.”
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trade shows, which are important
events for Softron, both allowing it to
meet its end-user clients and integra
tors, as well as keep up with the latest
trends.
The company is also a member of 2
clusters:
Software.Brussels
and
Screen.Brussels.
The company’s staff are trained inter
nally and on the job, as the technical
skills for this type of professional ac
tivity are extremely difficult to find in
Belgium. As a result, recruitment
takes place primarily on the basis of
personality (dynamism, intellectual
curiosity, etc.) and social skills rather
than technical experience and
achievements.
The audiovisual sector in Belgium en
joys good visibility abroad, both in
terms of the number of Belgian play
ers active in this market, and the qual
ity of employees.
Even today, several new projects have
been initiated, all within the Apple en
vironment.
The company pays special attention to
developments in standardized for
mats: from SD, to HD, to 4K and even
8K (on request of prime Japanese cus
tomers), and hasn’t ignored the poten
tial of HDR (High Dynamic Range) and
virtual reality applications.
Softron is following closely what is
happening in the audiovisual market.
New tendencies and market require
ments are not only swiftly integrated in
Softron’s new products but inspire
equally the development of new appli
cations and solutions.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Dirk Van Welden, Founder

IMMERSIVE & INTERACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

I-Illusions
REGION

Flanders
Date of foundation: 2011
Head office: Galmaarden
Number of employees:
3-strong core team
Turnover:
USD 1 million
Exports: 99%
Awards: three Hollywood
Proto Awards (VR industry award)
won for Space Pirate Trainer:
“Best Game”, “Best Independent
Experience” and “Best Audio”.

“After the initial pioneering days that
focused on the first batch of apps,
touchscreens and Artificial Intelli
gence, Virtual Reality became one of
the new technologies that interested
us,” says Dirk Van Welden, founder of
I-Illusions. “In December 2015, I was
probably the first person in Belgium to
own – in addition to the Oculus VR
headset – the VR headset by iconic
gameplay software company Valve. My
intention was to find out what could be
done with it.”
Over the following months, Van Weld
en created a demo – as a side project
– of what would later become Space
Pirate Trainer, which he released on a
private forum. Not long afterwards, he
received a phone call from Valve. The
company had also picked up on the
game and offered it a slot as one of its
twelve official release titles. Two
weeks later, Space Pirate Trainer was
introduced to the international media
in Seattle, with a Pre-beta version ap
pearing as early as April 2016. Since
then, I-Illusions has further developed
the game, giving it a revamp in Sep
tember 2016 and a major new update
in the autumn of 2017.
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SETTING
NEW STANDARDS
Being one of the first developers in a
niche market brings a lot of challenges.
Van Welden already had vast experience
in gameplay and game engines featur
ing interactivity and immersion, gained
in part as a Realtime 3D instructor in
Brussels. Yet during development of the
demo, there was little that he and his
team could build on. Almost no-one
had written interactive software for use
with the headsets and controllers.
“How were gamers supposed to select
menu options? How were they sup
posed to switch weapons? We had to
spend weeks looking for solutions.
Looking back, our final decisions set
the standard for subsequent genera
tions of VR games. There are no
gameplay patents, so our work is free
for anyone to use. But that’s a positive
to me, as long as everyone works to
wards creating a better product. And if
you’re the first and are good at what
you do, you’re bound to stay one step
ahead of the pack.”
The fact that Space Pirate Trainer ful
fils both crucial conditions is made
evident by its reviews. The game has a
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96% satisfaction rating on the world’s
largest gaming platform, Steam. Ac
cording to Van Welden, the key to its
success is in the time invested and its
attention to detail and graphic finish
es. But above all, it has a very simple
concept and goal. Every player instinc
tively knows what he or she has to do.
And, on top of that, the use of Artificial
Intelligence makes every level differ
ent, even after the game has been
played for hours.

nally, Van Welden mentions that the
Film Fund/Flanders Audiovisual Fund,
also made available by the Belgian
government, gives smaller developers
the opportunity to get a foot in the
door. Over the coming years, he ex
pects a lot of interesting products to
emerge from Belgium. However, he
adds that these will mainly be
snatched up by specialist foreign me
dia because the Belgian market is
simply too limited.

A-BRANDS

A FISH
IN A GROWING POND

This success has not only given I-Illu
sions the opportunity to present its
game as an official Steam release, it
has also made the game one of the
launch titles for the Oculus headset
and its controllers, which are essen
tial for a genuine immersive experi
ence. And even Microsoft Windows
Store now features on the list of cor
porations that officially collaborate
with I-Illusions.
This impressive list of associations
with exclusive A-brands is no coinci
dence. “My greatest concern is hard
ware not being up to the job,” says Van
Welden. “More and more B-products
are emerging on the market. These
may be cheap, but they offer subopti
mal experiences. We want to prevent
our games from ending up on such
hardware. For this reason, we trav
elled to the Microsoft headquarters to
make sure that the company’s hard
ware would do our game justice.”
Most developments and innovations
are taking place in North America, yet
Van Welden is happy to be based in
Belgium. First and foremost, this is
because of top-quality labour and easy
access to the latest technologies and
hardware. Secondly, an innovation al
lowance from the Belgian government
provides a great incentive, making
Belgium more attractive than other
countries from a fiscal perspective. Fi

“Our game is sold globally, perhaps
with the exception of North Korea,”
says Van Welden. Most of his compa
ny’s customers are from the United
States, the United Kingdom, Canada
and Germany, although Japan and
China are not lagging far behind. Bel
gium generates almost 1% of turno
ver, while the rest comes from abroad.
The game is sold on gaming platforms
such as Valve’s Steam, across the Oc
ulus platform or via Windows Store.
These heavyweights act as distribu
tors, while I-Illusions remains an in
dependent developer.
In terms of figures, we’re talking about
more than 170,000 downloads of
Space Pirate Trainer, making it one of
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the bestselling VR games in the world.
And sales will remain consistent for
some time, given the fact that more
and more people are being drawn into
Virtual Reality. Prices of graphics
cards are dropping quickly and Van
Welden hopes that, since Microsoft
has also jumped onto the bandwagon,
VR will become more accessible due
to headsets also being available from
bricks-and-mortar shops.
“The more people are made aware of
the opportunities offered by Virtual Re
ality, the greater the future it has,” be
lieves Van Welden. “It’s almost impos
sible to explain VR if you haven’t
experienced it for yourself. In an im
mersive sense, VR is the most vivid ex
perience. But this will probably remain
limited to the gaming and entertain
ment industries. The initial leap to
everyday use by the general public may
well involve Augmented Reality.”
So what is next for I-Illusions? The
team is already on the lookout for in
novative projects, more than likely in
interactive media. The company is
hard at work on new prototypes that
could possibly lay the basis of a new
project. But Van Welden warns that
Virtual Reality in itself is no longer a
product. A Virtual Reality game has
become just a game. And at I-Illu
sions, it’s more than just a game.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Thibault Baras, General Manager

IMMERSIVE & INTERACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

Dreamwall
Keywall
REGION

Wallonia
Date of foundation:
2007 for Dreamwall, 2012 for Keywall
Location: Marcinelle (Charleroi)
Number of employees: between 80
and 120 (depending on the project)
Turnover 2016: 8 to 9 million euros
(for the entity Dreamwall and Keywall)
Growth 2016: Variable, depending
on the years and activities
Export share: 16%

Dreamwall (animation studio, tv
branding, virtual sets) was created in
2007 by the RTBF and Éditions Dupuis,
Keywall (film sets) was created in
2012.
Dreamwall has two main types of ac
tivities, namely:
† Recording Studios (shows for
RTBF and other channels): virtual
studios and fiction sets;
† 2D and 3D animation: feature
films and animated series for TV
and movie theaters, for example:
Boule et Bill, Zombillénium, etc.
† In addition, Keywall also carries
out production operations in its
weather report studios: more than
30 weather reports per day for
RTBF, TV5 monde, AB3, etc.
The establishment of the company
took place in Marcinelle (Charleroi),
mainly because of the fact that it is a
subsidiary of Éditions Dupuis, but also
because support for audiovisual activ
ities (involving images) from the au
thorities in Wallonia was available at
that time.
The company employs between 80 and
120 people, depending on current pro
jects. These workers work mainly as
freelancers. Nevertheless, it makes the
majority of its investments in training
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its employees, because they represent
the added value of the company.
The company’s turnover was between
8 and 9 million euros in 2016. Although
the company has shown strong devel
opment since its creation, growth var
ies from one year to another and de
pends on the type of activities. While
animation and recording studios gen
erate little growth, the skills in the
field of real-time 3d virtual technology
and the creation of virtual sets have
been the main generators of growth in
recent years, mainly abroad.
Thus, the greatest potential for expan
sion is from abroad, which is why the
company has begun an active ap
proach to the skills related to virtual
studio technologies. Its first success
es were achieved with France Télévisions during the French presidential
elections of 2017 as well as with the
broadcast of Envoyé spécial.

Dreamwall is one of the
pioneers in the use
of video game
technologies for the
creation of virtual
studios.
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Recently, the company also started
working for Canal Plus in France and
its famous show “Canal Football club”.
The company is one of the first to have
used video game technology to create
virtual studios with very realistic scen
ery. In this way, its specific focus has
been to offer original solutions. In fact,
the company has developed a great
creativity in setting up solutions for its
customers. Whether these solutions
are technological, creative or econom
ical, they have achieved a level of suc
cess. This is possible, among other
reasons, because the company has
the equipment, the technologies and
the studios, so it is possible to test the
solutions put in place. It also means
that the company does not have any
real direct competition at the moment.
A large part of the company’s turnover
is from exports, with France as its
most important partner. However, it
occasionally works with other coun
tries, such as India, Canada, and Fin
land.
France is the main market for a variety
of reasons. The first of these are its
language and geographical proximity.
Another reason is that Belgium, and
Dreamwall in particular, is home to
more advanced know-how and knowl
edge of technologies than those found
in France. Indeed, producers in France
have long preferred to work with real
platforms rather than virtual plat
forms. In addition, technology is evolv
ing and becoming more and more
specific. It is therefore probable that
larger chains will not invest in this
area themselves but instead opt to
subcontract it, which leads to great
potential in this market.
In the future, thanks to a partnership
with the company AMPVISUALTV,
Dreamwall will also be active in film
studios in Paris.
Furthermore, many of the animation
projects this Wallonia-based company
has worked on are international

co-productions, such as the Boule and
Bill (with a French producer).
Also, Dreamwall is partnered with a
Turkish company that is the owner of
innovative virtual technology. There
fore, this Walloon company does not
develop the technologies it uses, and
thus has no patents/intellectual prop
erty. Nevertheless, the technology
promoted by Dreamwall has received
an “Innovation Award” at the IBC show
in Amsterdam, one of the world’s larg
est audiovisual fairs.
Given the importance of the French
market, it would probably be simpler
for Dreamwall to be located in Paris,
because the market is larger, and also
because it would allow them to find
competent staff more easily. Never
theless, even if the company envisions
a stronger presence in Paris, it re
mains attached to Belgium and the
Charleroi region for several reasons,
the main one being its goal to create
employment in Belgium. In addition,
the airport in Charleroi is a real advan
tage, because it allows for easy mobil
ity throughout much of Europe.
Of course, other markets are a possi
bility for the Belgian company, but this
is not always an easy task in the audio
visual field, mainly because of cultural
differences, but also the “confidence
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capital” of the client towards certain
foreign suppliers, which is not always
very good.
The advent of web-documentaries and
web-fiction will allow for more and
more content to be created. Future
markets will be linked to these kinds
of content and not to the technology
used to create them. In other words,
as long as there are people who have
stories to tell, the market will be ex
panding.
Essentially, the economic model is un
dergoing a complete overhaul: more
and more content will be produced,
but there will be no more money it to
be produced. Some producers will
then turn to technologies like those
within Dreamwall’s area of specializa
tion. According to Thibault Baras, the
most beautiful part is yet to come.

The future of the
audiovisual sector will
be linked to the content
it produces
and not to the
technology used to
provide it

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Matthieu Labeau,
Business Development Manager

IMMERSIVE & INTERACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPANY

NOZON
REGION

Brussels
Date of foundation: 1998, by the engineer
Tristan Salomé (inventor of PresenZ) as
well as the 3D artists Chris Mascarello,
Mike de Coninck and Xavier Leconte.
Head office in Brussels
Number of employees: 21
Turnover: 2.2 million EUR in 2016
(projection for 2022: 10 million EUR)
Export: Around 50%
Activity sector: post-production facility
delivering high quality visual effects, 3D
animation and fully immersive 360° CG
movies.
Latest awards: César 2015 for Best
Animated Movie, Magritte 2015 for Best
Foreign Movie in Co-Production, Eurobest
2014, Cresta Awards 2013, London
International Awards 2013, CCB awards
2013…..

Nozon is a post-production company,
developing
3D
animation
and
high-quality visual effects and offering
a full computer graphics service for
feature films, television series and ad
verts for clients across the world. No
zon also creates fully immersive 360°
CG (“computer graphics”) movies.
Since its inception, Nozon has under
gone considerable development and
has now become an industry bench
mark with an unrivalled reputation.
The company is particularly active in
the following fields:
• Advertising spots for many major
international brands
• Feature films and series (Astérix The Mansions of the Gods; Minus
cule: Valley of the Lost Ants; MILK;
Day_6011 …)
• Music videos (Stromae…) and doc
umentaries.
In 2015, Nozon introduced PresenZ to
the market, a revolutionary immersive
film format that enabled interactive
parallax to be obtained in comput
er-generated 360° films. PresenZ al
lows the position and the orientation of
the user’s head to be taken into ac
count, so as to display an image for
every possible point of view.
Nozon offers its clients a complete
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pipeline of tools for the creation of im
mersive PresenZ films. PresenZ offers
impressive 360° experiences, espe
cially in the fields of marketing, event
planning, showroom presentations
and amusement park attractions.
In October 2016, Nozon became part of
the Swedish Starbreeze Group which
was initially known for producing video
games and immersive game content,
before expanding its catalogue with
significant virtual reality and multime
dia projects in recent years.

A CREATIVE,
CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGICAL
CAPACITY
“Nozon’s share of sales of services to
export markets is very variable,” ex
plains Matthieu Labeau, Business De
velopment Manager of the company,
“but on average it comes to half our
turnover. It isn’t really possible to es
tablish a country-by-country or mar
ket-by-market export strategy in the
field of 3D animation, especially not for
VR. What is most important is to devel
op our visibility and reputation amongst
production companies and advertising
agencies, via the network of foreign

BELGIAN AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGIES

and Belgian filmmakers who operate
internationally and who contact us. But
it is clear that emerging countries are
of considerable interest to us on ac
count of their potential, such as China
which is very fond of 3D and virtual re
ality.
With regard to PresenZ technology, we
are focusing mainly on Hollywood for
film markets. For architecture and in
dustry - two other growth markets - we
have adopted a global approach linked
to our commercial site and have also
targeted markets such as France, Ger
many and Japan in collaboration with
our partner StarVR (a joint venture be
tween Starbreeze and Acer).
“Having joined a large group obviously
allows us to benefit from all the exper
tise and synergies needed to create a
dynamic to help make us known. Now
we are able to access a much more
significant market, that of the major
studios. Within the group, our compa
ny offers considerable added value,
thanks in particular to our remarkable
artistic and creative approach, our
sense of innovation, our ongoing dyna
mism and of course our advanced
technological skills, including the abil
ity to create highly convincing blends of
real content and VR images. Thanks to
us, and to other revolutionary technol
ogy developed within the group, Star
breeze can now tell Hollywood that we
are among the best in terms of hard
ware and technology and that we have
acquired real power to bring projects
to fruition, and real distribution
strength. We are in the best possible
position, and are able to outdo our
competitors in terms of VR”.

GROWING WHILE
KEEPING A FOOTHOLD
IN BRUSSELS
“Nozon has highly specific character
istics, and ongoing investment in tech

nology is a key part of our development
strategy within the Starbreeze Group,
who wish to accelerate their develop
ment in terms of producing virtual re
ality games and movies. Nozon will
soon have 12 developers and engi
neers, rather than the current 7”. Why
stay based in Brussels, rather than
head for Sweden or Hollywood? “We
have emotional ties to Brussels, of
course, even if we sometimes have dif
ficulty in recruiting new staff with the
specific talents that can be found more
easily in the Silicon Valley or in Paris.
But the tax incentive of the “tax shel
ter” and the sustained, dynamic sup
port of the local authorities and Brus
sels Invest & Export have been
absolutely irreplaceable, especially in
terms of financial and logistical sup
port, firstly when the start-up was cre
ated, then during our participation in
projects and meetings and trade
shows abroad. The position of Brus
sels is also ideal, as we’re very close to
the European authorities, and other
major capital cities”.

MANY AVENUES FOR
FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
“Thanks to Nozon, it is now possible to
create VR experiences with a visual
quality matching that of the greatest
Hollywood movies. The Starbreeze
Group will shortly open one of the
world’s biggest virtual reality centres
(covering 7,000 m²) in a shopping cen
tre in Dubai. Films produced in our
PresenZ format will be viewable there.
Thanks to this technology, the viewer equipped with the StarVR, the most
advanced VR headset on the market
today - is not only immersed in a film
with a highly realistic graphic quality
but can also move his or her head to
view an object in close-up, or from dif
ferent angles, or see what is hiding be
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hind it. Originating in the world of cine
ma, Nozon’s technology not only offers
perfect image quality of the same level
as a Hollywood film, but also consider
ably greater comfort and much more
convincing immersion than the tech
nology that has so far been available.
Nozon has become a major player in
the world of entertainment with its im
mersive technology”.
As regards the future, we continue to
focus only on the very best possible
quality, and the top of the range,” con
tinues Matthieu Labeau. “The compa
ny is also focusing on the industrial
market, which has gradually intro
duced virtual reality into its working
methods, including the architecture
and industrial design sectors. It will no
doubt be feasible, at some future point,
to extend it to private users in their
homes. This gamble remains too risky
for the moment, because we are ham
pered by the lack of private consumers
with access to high-tech headsets.
Some technological advances are still
required before virtual reality can be
adopted on a wide scale, but the basics
are there. Virtual reality marks a fur
ther step that will enhance connectivity
between people, team work and total
immersion in the field of entertain
ment. It will one day be an integral part
of our way of life!”.
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4DdZine

9820

Merelbeke

Flanders

www.4ddzine.com

•

87 Seconds

1040

Etterbeek

Brussels

www.87seconds.com

•

AB Music

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.algambenelux.be

•

AB-arts

1480

Tubize

Wallonia

www.ab-arts.be

•

ABBIT Multi-Hub Meetings

2300

Turnhout

Flanders

www.multihubmeetings.com

•

Acapela Group

7000

Mons

Wallonia

www.acapela-group.com

ACE Image Factory

1930

Zaventem

Flanders

www.aceimagefactory.net

ActiStream Belgique

1090

Jette

Brussels

www.actistream.com

ActiveMe

1348

Louvain-La-Neuve

Wallonia

www.activeme.be

ADN Studio

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

www.adnstudio.be

•

Advirtual

1180

Uccle

Brussels

www.ad-virtual.be

•

AED Group

2850

Boom

Flanders

www.aedgroup.com

•

•

AED Studios

9200

Dendermonde

Flanders

www.aedstudios.com

•

•

Aerial Shots

4460

Grâce-Hollogne

Wallonia

www.aerialshots.aero

•

•

Alterface Projects

1300

Wavre

Wallonia

www.alterface-projects.com

•

Amptec

3590

Diepenbeek

Flanders

www.amptec.be

•

Androme

3590

Diepenbeek

Flanders

www.androme.be

•

Angle Gaming Labs

2880

Bornem

Flanders

www.anglegaming.com

Antivj

1080

Molenbeek

Brussels

www.antivj.com

Apocalypse Hunters SPRL

1060

Saint-Gilles

Brussels

www.apocalypsehunters.com

Appiness

9300

Aalst

Flanders

www.appiness.mobi

•

Arcadiz

3001

Heverlee

Flanders

www.arcadiz.com

•

Artattack

2800

Mechelen

Flanders

www.artattack.be

ATA Vision

5310

Saint-Germain

Wallonia

www.ata-vision.com/
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Auro Technologies

2220

Heist-op-den-Berg

Flanders

www.auro-3d.com

•

•

Avid Technology Belgium

1831

Diegem

Flanders

www.avid.com

•

Avolon

1060

Saint-Gilles

Brussels

www.avolon.be

Axis One

1000

Brussels

Brussels

www.axis-one.be

AzilPix

5126

Gilze

Flanders

www.azilpix.com

B71

4000

Liège

Wallonia

www.b71.be

Babel Subtitling

4000

Liège

Wallonia

www.babelsub.be

•

Barco(Broadcast Solutions)

8500

Kortrijk

Flanders

www.barco.com

•

Bazookas

8000

Brugge

Flanders

www.bazookas.be

•

Beast Animation

2800

Mechelen

Flanders

www.beastanimation.be

•

Beligum

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.reinvention.be

•

BeTV

1030

Brussels

Brussels

www.betv.be/

Big Bad Wolf

1332

Genval

Wallonia

www.bigbadwolf.be

Bits of Love

8200

Brugge

Flanders

www.bitsoflove.be

•

Breakout

8000

Brugge

Flanders

www.breakout4u.com

•

Bunnycopter

3012

Leuven

Flanders

www.bunnycopter.com

•

By Systems

1070

Anderlecht

Brussels

www.by-systems.be

C3D

1040

Etterbeek

Brussels

http://www.c3d.be

•

Carta Mundi Digital

9031

Drongen

Flanders

http://cartamundi-digital.com

•

CatLab Interactive

9000

Bottelare

Flanders

www.catlab.eu

•

Cblue

5000

Namur

Wallonia

www.cblue.be

Chaotic Fusion

9030

Mariakerke

Flanders

www.chaoticfusion.com

Cinema Next

4020

Liège

Wallonia

www.cinemanext.com

Cloudalize

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.gdaas.com

CM Telecom

1930

Zaventem

Flanders

www.cm.com

CN Rood

1731

Zellik

Flanders

www.cnrood.com

Commscope Connectivity Belgium

3010

Leuven

Flanders

www.commscope.com

Concept Booth

2610

Wilrijk

Flanders

www.conceptbooth.com

•

Crazy Monkey Studios

2550

Kontich

Flanders

www.crazymonkeystudios.com

•

CrazyGames

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.crazygames.com

•

Create

9940

Evergem

Flanders

www.create.eu

•

Creative Concepts

2570

Duffel

Flanders

www.onarollthegame.com

•

Crosspoint

1930

Zaventem

Flanders

www.cross-point.be

Curious Cats

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.curiouscats.be

CyanView

7861

Papignies

Wallonia

www.cyanview.com/
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Cybernetic Walrus

2845

Niel

Flanders

www.cyberneticwalrus.com

•

CYBORN

2140

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.cyborn.be

•

DAE Studios

8500

Kortrijk

Flanders

www.daestudios.be

•

Dame Blanche

1040

Etterbeek

Brussels

www.dameblanche.com

•

DB Video

2630

Aartselaar

Flanders

www.dbvideo.tv

•

De Pinxi

1140

Evere

Brussels

www.depinxi.be

•

De Vlaamse Radioen Televisieomroeporganisatie (VRT)

1043

Brussels

Brussels

www.vrt.be

Deer Lord Games

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.deer-lord.com

•

Defimedia

5032

Gembloux

Wallonia

www.defimedia.be/

•

Deltacast

4430

Ans

Wallonia

www.deltasport.tv

Demute

1081

Molenbeek

Brussels

www.sonicville360.be

Devoteam

1930

Zaventem

Flanders

www.devoteam.be

Die Keure

8000

Brugge

Flanders

www.diekeure.be

Diginet

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.diginet.be

Digital Rooms

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.digitalrooms.eu

Dirty Monitor

6000

Charleroi

Wallonia

http://www.dirtymonitor.com/

•

•

Dogstudio

5000

Namur

Wallonia

www.dogstudio.be

•

•

DzjinTonik

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.dzjintonik.eu

E.K.TV

7000

Mons

Wallonia

www.e-k.tv

Earbug

2018

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.earbug.be

Echo - Dylius

3140

Keerbergen

Flanders

www.dylius.com

EMAKINA BELGIQUE

1170

Watermael-Boitsfort

Brussels

www.emakina.com

Ericsson

1932

Zaventem

Flanders

www.ericsson.com

•

Etilux

4000

Liège

Wallonia

www.etilux.be

•

Eurofiber België

1930

Zaventem

Flanders

www.eurofiber.be

•

Eurofins Digital Testing Belgium

3590

Diepenbeek

Flanders

www.eurofins.com

•

EVS Broadcast Equipment

1082

Brussels

Brussels

www.evs.com

•

•

EVS Broadcast Equipment S.A.

4102

Ougrée

Wallonia

www.evs.tv

•

•

Exiin

1210

Brussels

Brussels

www.exiin.com

Expovision

8570

Anzegem

Flanders

www.expovisiononline.com

•

Eye Lite

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

http://www.eye-lite.com/

•

FACE (Foundation for Audiovisual
Commerce & Engineering)

2401

Mol

Flanders

www.face.be

•

Firewolf Engineering

3500

Kuringen

Flanders

www.firewolf-engineering.eu

Fisheye

9230

Wetteren

Flanders

www.fisheye.eu
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Flying Cam

4681

Oupeye

Wallonia

www.flying-cam.com

•

•

Freecaster

5101

Erpent

Wallonia

http://freecaster.com

•

•

Future Vision Marketing

2820

Bonheiden

Flanders

www.crestron.eu

•

•

Galaxy Studios Group

2830

Willebroek

Flanders

www.galaxystudios.com

Gameeleon

8900

Ieper

Flanders

www.gameeleon.com

•

Gamevibes

2440

Geel

Flanders

www.gamevibes.be

•

Glowfish Interactive

8500

Kortrijk

Flanders

www.glowfishinteractive.com

•

God As A Cucumber

8680

Koekelare

Flanders

www.godasacucumber.com

•

Graphine

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.graphinesoftware.com

•

Grid VFx

9050

Gentbrugge

Flanders

www.grid-vfx.com

•

Group Joos

2300

Turnhout

Flanders

www.groupjoos.com

•

Happs Development

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.happsdevelopment.com

•

Happy Volcano

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.happyvolcano.com

•

Heynen

3530

Houthalen

Flanders

www.heynen.com

HoAxland

9700

Oudenaarde

Flanders

www.hoaxland.be

•

Howest (Digital Arts & Entertainment)

2830

Willebroek

Flanders

www.digitalartsandentertainment.be

•

IBM

1030

Brussels

Brussels

www.ibm.com/be-fr/

•

iChallenge

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.ichallenge.be

•

I-Illusions

1570

Galmaarden

Flanders

www.i-illusions.com

Images Matters

4000

Liège

Wallonia

image.matters.pro

Immeractive

1070

Anderlecht

Brussels

https://www.immeractive.com/fr/

INA TV

1080

Brussels

Brussels

www.ina.tv

IntoPix

1435

Mont-Saint-Guibert

Wallonia

www.intopix.com

IRIS

1348

Louvain-la-Neuve

Wallonia

www.iriscorporate.com

•

Itbrandforce

1150

Woluwé-Saint-Pierre

Brussels

www.itbrandforce.com

•

J2 Studio

1457

Walhain

Wallonia

www.j2-studio.com

•

Keywall

6001

Marcinelle

Wallonia

www.keywall.be

•

Kiswe Mobile

3500

Hasselt

Flanders

www.kiswe.com

Kowi Games

2290

Vorselaar

Flanders

www.kowi-games.com

Kraken realtime

6032

Charleroi

Wallonia

www.krakenrealtime.com

Larian Studios

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.larian.com

Lawo

2547

Lint

Flanders

www.lawo.com

•

Learnence

1370

Jodoigne

Wallonia

www.learnence.com

•

Limecraft

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.limecraft.com

Listycon

9940

Evergem

Flanders

www.listycon.be
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Lites

8500

Kortrijk

Flanders

www.lites.be

•

•

Luc Petit Création

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

www.lucpetitcreation.biz/

•

Luciad

3001

Leuven

Flanders

www.luciad.com

•

LuGus Studios

3500

Hasselt

Flanders

www.lugus-studios.be

•

Luminex Network Intelligence

3600

Genk

Flanders

www.luminex.be

Matchtalks

1000

Brussels

Brussels

https://ekho.be/

Mediagenix

1702

Groot-Bijgaarden

Flanders

www.mediagenix.tv

•

•

Medialaan

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.medialaan.be

•

•

Mediaraven

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.mediaraven.be

Memnon Archiving Services

1050

Brussels

Brussels

www.memnon.be/

Memovie

1300

Wavre

Wallonia

www.memovie.be

Mikros Image

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

www.mikrosimage.be

•

Mindscape 3D

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.mindscape3d.com

•

MO Group International

1030

Brussels

Brussels

www.mogi-translations.com

•

MoJuice

3001

Haasrode

Flanders

www.mojuice.com

•

Mode 4

1060

Brussels

Brussels

www.mode4.com

•

Monkube

1050

Brussels

Brussels

www.monkube.com

•

Moodme

1400

Nivelles

Wallonia

http://www.mood-me.com/

•

Moovly

2547

Lint

Flanders

www.moovly.com

MT Consulting

4000

Liège

Wallonia

https://www.mt-c.com/

Multivision Screens

5030

Gembloux

Wallonia

www.multivisionscreens.com/

Mute

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.mutecode.com

•

Muuselabs

1000

Brussels

Brussels

www.muuselabs.be

•

Nanopixel

3150

Tildonk

Flanders

www.nanopixel.be

•

Nationale Loterij

1040

Brussels

Brussels

www.e-lotto.be

•

Neopica

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.neopica.com

•

NEP Belgium NV

3110

Rotselaar

Flanders

www.nepgroup.be

NeuroMedia Software

4550

Nandrin

Wallonia

www.casterstats.com

Nevion Belux (Network Electronics Belux)

3078

Everberg

Flanders

www.nevion.be

NEWTEC

9100

Sint-Niklaas

Flanders

www.newtec.eu

Next Apps

9160

Lokeren

Flanders

www.nextapps.be

•

Nexus Forward

1190

Forest

Brussels

www.nexus-factory.com

•

Niceberg

3600

Genk

Flanders

www.niceberg.be

•

Nirli

4650

Herve

Wallonia

www.nirli.eu

No Computer

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.nocomputer.be
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Norkring België

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.norkring.be

Not A Company

3990

Peer

Flanders

www.not-a-company.com

Notele

7540

Kain

Wallonia

www.notele.be/

Novid

8500

Kortrijk

Flanders

www.novid.be

Nozon

1050

Ixelles

Brussels

www.nozon.com

•

nWave

1190

Forest

Brussels

www.nwave.com

•

OJOO

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.ojoo.com

•

Okus LAB

4350

Remicourt

Wallonia

www.okus.be

•

Omédia

6001

Marcinelle

Wallonia

www.omedia.be/

Omni Remotes, founded by Philips

3012

Leuven

Flanders

www.omniremotes.com

One Tech

1140

Evere

Brussels

www.onetec.eu

•

Option Media

2800

Mechelen

Flanders

www.optionmedia.tv

•

Painting with Light

2550

Waarloos

Flanders

www.paintingwithlight.com

•

Pajama Llama

9040

Gent

Flanders

www.pajamallama.be

Panavision

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

www.panavision.be

Paprika Productions

1030

Schaerbeek

Brussels

www.paprika.be

•

Pegusapps

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.pegusapps.com

•

Pictawall

1040

Etterbeek

Brussels

www.pictawall.com

•

Play AV

9810

Nazareth

Flanders

www.playbiz.be

Poolpio

1050

Ixelles

Brussels

www.poolp.com

•

Possibly Pixels

3000

Leuven

Flanders

www.possiblypixels.com

•

PreviewLabs

9230

Wetteren

Flanders

www.previewlabs.com

•

Production Resource Group (PRG)

3150

Tildonk

Flanders

www.prg.com

•

•

R&D International

3400

Landen

Flanders

www.martin.com

•

•

Ralex Solutions

3080

Tervuren

Flanders

www.ralex.be

Reed

6001

Marcinelle

Wallonia

www.reed.be

•

Riedel

3763 LS

Soest-Nederland

Flanders

www.riedel.net

•

Rocket Vulture

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.rocketvulture.com

RTBF

1044

Brussels

Brussels

www.rtbf.be

•

RTC

4000

Liège

Wallonia

www.rtc.be/

•

RTL Belgium

1030

Brussels

Brussels

www.rtlinfo.be/

•

Rusty Bolt

8730

Beernem

Flanders

www.rustybolt.be

•

Sabouge

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.sabouge.be

•

Sakari Games

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.sakarigames.com

•

SampleSumo

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.samplesumo.com

•
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SatADSL SA

1160

Auderghem

Brussels

www.satadsl.net

•

SBS

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.sbsbelgium.be

•

SDNsquare

9052

Gent

Flanders

www.sdnsquare.com

•

Sector 32

3210

Lubbeek

Flanders

www.insidepete.com

•

Sevenedge

9140

Temse

Flanders

www.sevenedge.be

•

Showtex

2070

Burcht

Flanders

www.showtex.com

•

Sidema

4800

Verviers

Wallonia

www.sidema.be

•

Sileni Studios

2550

Kontich

Flanders

www.silenistudios.com

Skemmi

1050

Ixelles

Brussels

www.skemmi.com

Skyline Communications

8870

Izegem

Flanders

www.skyline.be

•

Small Town Heroes

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.smalltownheroes.be

•

Softkinetic Studio

6040

Jumet

Wallonia

www.softkinetic.com

Softron

1050

Ixelles

Brussels

www.softron.tv

Squarefish

1080

Molenbeek

Brussels

www.squarefish.be

Stage Unit

8800

Roeselare

Flanders

www.stage-unit.com

•

Stageco

2800

Mechelen

Flanders

www.stageco.be

•

Storyme

9830

Sint-Martens-Latem

Flanders

www.storyme.com

Studio Raef

2300

Turnhout

Flanders

www.raef.be

Studio100

2627

Schelle

Flanders

www.studio100.com

•

Studiotech

1130

Haeren

Brussels

www.studiotech.be

•

Sund

8793

Waregem

Flanders

www.sund.be

Tapptic

1000

Brussels

Brussels

www.tapptic.com

Televic Conference

8870

Izegem

Flanders

www.televic-conference.com

•

Tempora

1190

Forest

Brussels

www.tempora-expo.be

•

TerraNovita Software

2840

Rumst

Flanders

www.terranovita.com

•

The Artistocrats

3630

Maasmechelen

Flanders

www.the-artistocrats.com

•

The Fridge

1081

Molenbeek

Brussels

www.thefridge.tv

•

The Image & Sound Factory NV

2400

Mol

Flanders

www.image-sound.com

Theo Technologies

3012

Leuven

Flanders

www.opentelly.com

Thomas More Hogeschool
(Media & Entertainment Business)

3600

Genk

Flanders

www.thomasmore.be

Tinkerlist.Tv

3000

Leuven

Flanders

http://tinkerlist.website/

Triangle Factory

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.triangle-factory.be

TVV Sound Project

9810

Eke-Nazareth

Flanders

www.tvvsound.be

Twinwebs

2100

Deurne

Flanders

www.twinwebs.be

•

Uitgeverij Averbode

3271

Averbode

Flanders

www.averbode.be

•
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Uni-learning

9032

Gent

Flanders

www.uni-learning.com

Unitron

8970

Poperinge

Flanders

www.unitrongroup.com

Utoolize

1000

Brussels

Brussels

www.utoolize.com

Van In

2160

Wommelgem

Flanders

www.vanin.be

Veldeman

3960

Bree

Flanders

www.veldemangroup.com

Videohouse

1800

Vilvoorde

Flanders

www.videohouse.be

View Communications

3080

Tervuren

Flanders

Vigo Universal

5000

Namur

Wallonia

www.vigo-universal.be

•

Vigorstudios

8000

Brugge

Flanders

www.vigorstudios.eu

•

Villanella

2000

Antwerpen

Flanders

www.villanella.be

•

Visual Dimension

9700

Oudenaarde

Flanders

www.visualdimension.be/

•

Visual Impact

9308

Hofstade-Aalst

Flanders

www.viprod.com

•

VRT Innovation

1043

Brussels

Brussels

www.innovation.vrt.be

Walking The Dog

3600

Genk

Flanders

www.walkingthedog.be/

•

We Tell Stories

1000

Brussels

Brussels

www.wetellstories.eu

•

Wee Taps

3500

Hasselt

Flanders

www.weetaps.com

•

WNM

4100

Seraing

Wallonia

www.wnm.be/

•

Wooclap

1040

Etterbeek

Brussels

www.wooclap.com

•

World of Wow

9100

Sint-Niklaas

Flanders

www.home.worldofwaw.com

Yondr

9120

Beveren

Flanders

www.theyondr.com

•

Zappware

3500

Hasselt

Flanders

www.zappware.com

•

Zentrick

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.zentrick.com

Zeticon

9000

Gent

Flanders

www.mediahaven.com
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The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency wishes to thank the following contributors to this publication:

FPS Foreign Affairs

Flanders Investment & Trade

Wallonia Export - Investment Agency

Brussels Invest & Export

Flanders DC

Medianet Vlaanderen

Screen.Brussels

Screen Flanders

Twist Cluster

VOFTP

as well as the companies which have kindly agreed to give a testimonial.

The personal data communicated during the interviews will not be used by the Belgian Foreign Trade Agency for any other
purpose than the current publication, nor will be it transmitted to third parties.
The contents of the interviews was approved by the respective companies for use in this publication.
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